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NOTES 
 

We will have an arms officer in attendance for your convenience to arrange permits. 
* Pistol Club shooters – If you wish to uplift a pistol on your B license at the auction you 
will have to bring with you a “pinky” form from your pistol club secretary. Otherwise you 
can arrange to pick up the pistol at a later date 

 
We will have EFTPOS for your convenience. We accept Visa and Mastercard – 3% 
surcharge will apply for credit cards. Sorry we do not accept American Express. 
 
Please bring gun bags and/or lock boxes for transport of firearms from the venue. 

 
POSTAL BIDDERS 

We guarantee to get your lots at the lowest possible price having regard to the next 
highest postal bid, bidding of the floor and any reserves. Send your bids early, if two 
bids are the same the first bid we receive takes preference. Fax or post your bids on the 
postal bidding form included with the catalogue to the number or address below. 
Payment must be made on receipt of invoice. Do not wait until you get your permits as 
delay hold up payments to our vendors. Sorry we can not courier to post boxes, our 
courier requires a physical address. International bidders please contact us for an 
estimate on freight and other charges. 

 
BUYERS PREMIUM 

10% Buyers premium on the hammer price applies plus G.S.T on the premium only 
 

POSTAL  REQUIREMENT OF 1993 ARMS ACT 
All firearms and ammunition (excluding antique) require an accompanying statement 
from a police officer validating your license. A form can be downloaded from our 
website. Pistols, restricted weapons & military style semi automatics require a permit 
to procure before delivery. 

 
CONDITION ABBREVIATIONS 

ExWO&C    Excellent working order & condition 
VGWO&C   Very good working order & condition 
GWO&C     Good Working order & condition 
ExC             Excellent condition 
VGC            Very good conditon 
GC              Good condition 
FC               Fair condition 
PC               Poor condition 

LICENSE ABBREVIATIONS 
ALR       Standard firearms license 
BLR       Pistol shooters license 
CLR       Collectors license 
ELR        Military style semi automatic license 
NLR       No license require 
 
White tickets on firearms mean standard license 
required 
Red tickets on firearms mean endorsed license 
required 
Green tickets on firearms mean no license required 

CONTACT DETAILS 
For information or price guide on any lots contact Greg Carvell c/- S.A.I Guns  
Telephone         +64 9 579-3771 
Fax                     +64 9 537-1629 
Email                 greg@guns.co.nz  
Website             www.guns.co.nz  
Postal                P.O Box 112313 
                           Penrose 1061  
                           Auckland NZ 

 



1 - GUN DIGEST ANNUALS                      
1982, 84 & 86. Covers the firearms released in these years. 
VGC

2 - GUN DIGEST ANNUALS                      
Vintage annuals from 1957, 59, 60 & 61. Articles on guns of 
the day as well as antiques and pricing.  VGC

3 - NUMBER 4 BAYONETS                       
Two spike bayonets with frogs and scabbards for the No. 4 
Lee Enfield rifle. VGC

4 - LEE ENFIELD BAYONET                     
An Indian MKII bayonet for the Lee Enfield rifle. 12” blued 
and marked blade dated 41. No scabbard.  GC

5 - PATTERN 1907 BAYONET                    
17 1/2” Sword blade marked 1907 and broad arrow.  Wooden 
handles with cleaning  hole in the pommel, thin original fin-
ish on the blade, dark grey patina on  the fittings, chip in the 
wooden handle.  GC

6 - PATTERN 1888 BAYONET                    
A British Military pattern 1888 MKI bayonet. 12” Double 
edged blade marked Wilkinson and broad arrow as well as 
5’98. Wooden handle with twin brass  rivets and oil hole in 
grip. Dark aged patina in parts, complete with  leather scab-
bard.  GC

7 - MARTINI HENRY BRASS                     
A packet of 10 brass cases for the 577/450 Martini Henry 
rifle.  Ex.C

8 - MILITARY BELTS                          
Three British Military green webbing belts.  VGC

9 - SPEER BULLET BOARD                      
Approx. 82 assorted rifle and pistol projectiles.  Wooden 
frame with  Western Railway scene.  Circa 1971, 54x28cm  
VGC

10 - SPEER BULLET BOARD                      
For “LAWMAN” handgun ammunition 21 assorted pistol 
bullets. Wood frame with  a maroon background, 54x28cm, 
circa 1974. According to the vendor this is a  very limited 
board for salesman only, with only 36 made.  VGC

11 - WINCHESTER MODEL 90                     
A Pump Action .22 WRF cal. Winchester model 90 rifle. 
23” Octagonal barrel  marked Winchester etc, with origi-
nal sights. Metalwork has most overall  re blue finish, VGC 
original woodwork.  VGWO&C   ALR

12 - WINCHESTER 22 RIFLE                     
A model 77 semi auto .22lr rifle.  20 1/2” Barrel with adust-
able sights and  marked Winchester Model 77.  The receiver 
grooved for a scope mount.  Metalwork has nearly all origi-
nal blue finish, excellent condition original wood stock, 
complete with original 10 shot magazine.  
VG-ExWO&C   ALR

13 - REMINGTON PUMP ACTION RIFLE             
A Model 12-A .22RF Pump Action rifle.  21” Round barrel 
marked Remington  etc. The take down receiver has been 
tapped for a scope base.  Metalwork has  dark grey metal 
patina and GC woodwork.  GWO&C  ALR

14 - .22WRF AMMO                             
Approx. 180R of .22WRF ammo. To suit the Winchester rifle 
such as lot  11.  CCI and Winchester make.  VGC  ALR

15 - PUSH DAGGER                             
A Japanese made US cold steel brand push dagger. 4” Double 
edge blade.  Rubber T shape handle, leather sheath. Scarce 
as they are now an illegal  import into New Zealand.  ExC

16 - KNUCKLE DUSTER                          
A steel knuckle duster without markings.  VGC

17 - US WIRE CUTTER                          
A pair of US Military wire cutters marked Amer. plier rench 
Corp. and  contained in webbing pouch with two alternative 
heads.  VGC

18 - BRITISH MILITARY WIRE CUTTERS           
A large and small pair of WWII British Military wire cutters 
with canvas  frogs marked 1943.  ExC

19 - SIG SAUER PISTOL        
A high quality German Sig Saver model P230 semi auto pis-
tol.  3 1/4” .380  Cal barrel, slide marked with makers name 
and Made in Germany.  Metalwork  has nearly all original 
blued finish, ExC original black  plastic grips and magazine.  
ExWO&C  CLR

20 - BROWNING 1910 PISTOL       
A Belgium FN 1910 .32 cal semi auto pistol. 3 1/4” Barrel, 
slide marked  Browning etc. Metalwork has nearly all origi-
nal  blue finish. ExC original hard rubber grips. 
ExWO&C  CLR

21 - BERETTA 92S PISTOL     
An Italian Beretta model 92S 9mm cal semi auto pistol. 5” 
Barrel, slide  marked Beretta etc. Most overall blue finish 
thinning on the edges. Original  black plastic grips and mag-
azine.  G-VGWO&C  B/CLR

22 - CZ 85 PISTOL      
A Czech CZ85 9mm semi auto pistol. 4 1/2” Barrel and slide 
with fixed sights. The frame has been drilled with 4 holes on 
each side for a scope mount.  The slide release is missing and 
replaced with a pin. Hammer cut at the tip. One of the grips is 
also broken.   Metalwork has thinning  finish. Includes four 
magazines.  Good project gun!
FWO&C  B/CLR

23 - ANSCHUTZ TARGET RIFLE                   
A German Anschutz brand bench rest target rifle. 19 1/2” 
.222 Cal heavy barrel without sights. A small indentation at 
the rear of the barrel has been made to fit large objective 
scope. Action marked Anschutz and grooved  for scope. Met-
alwork has most overall original blue finish. Removable box  
magazine has a partly broken base plate but still works fine. 
VGC original Monte Carlo target stock with rubber butt pad.  
G-VGWO&C   ALR

24 - SPORTERISED MAUSER RIFLE                
A nice professionaly done sporterised Swedish Mauser in 
30 .06 cal.  24 1/2”  Blued barrel with iron sight and marked 
with Swedish retailer STIGA and  logo. Metalwork has near 
all original bright blue finish. VGC chequered wooden stock 
with sling swivels and rubber butt pad. VGWO&C  ALR

25 - BRNO .22 RIFLE                          
A sought after early Czech BRNO model 5 .22lr bolt action 
rifle. 2 1/2”  Barrel with open sights and marked BRNO 
MOD 5 and dated 1966.  Metalwork has most original blue 
finish. GC chequered walnut stock with  some thinning of the 
clear coat. VG-ExWO&C  ALR

26 - AUSTRALIAN BULLET BOARD                 
A brass framed under glass bullet board entitled: ”Bullets 
that shaped  Australian History, a collection cast in the origi-
nal moulds”, 30 Assorted  antique rifle and revolver bullets 
including 8 bore flintlock, 10 bore Brown bess, .36 Navy and 
.500 Alexander Henry etc.   GC

27 - HORNADY BULLET BOARD                    
Approx. 180 assorted projectile on a faux wooden board, 
rectangular to  round shape, 55x43cm approx. Animal and 
hunting images as well as  company logo etc.  ExC

28 - PACIFIC CARTRIDGE PRINT                 
A large wood and glass framed print for pacific rifle and pis-
tol cartridges.  Logo on the top with press in the middle with 
rifle and bullets around the outside, 95x70cm, circa 1924.  
VGC
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29 - TWO GUN BOOKS                           
Both hard cover large format. The Book of the Gun by Pe-
terson, 255 pages,  color plus black and white photos cov-
ering most antique firearms. The  Book of Guns and Gun-
smiths by North and Hogg also colour and black and white  
photos covering antique and military firearms. Both excel-
lent general reference  books. VGC 

30 - TWO HANDGUN BOOKS                       
Both hard cover, large format.  Handgun - covering the his-
tory of handguns  and great combat handguns.  VGC

31 - COLT PYTHON REVOLVER
An excellent example of the Colt Python .357 cal double 
action revolver. 6”  Barrel with full underlug and adjust-
able sights. Stainless steel metalwork  in excellent condition 
without scratches, has original rubber Colt grips,  hard to 
find a better example of this very desirable revolver with a 
great trigger.  ExWO&C   B/CLR

32 - RUGER REVOLVER    
A US Ruger security six double action revolver.  6” .357 cal 
barrel has been  drilled on the rib for a scope and has adjust-
able sights. Stainless steel  metalwork with some scratches 
fitted with Hogue rubber grips. GWO&C  B/CLR

33 - RUGER .22 PISTOL MKII 
Target model semi auto .22lr cal pistol. 10” Bull barrel with 
original  target sights, stainless steel metalwork in VGC, 
complete with original chequered plastic grips, includes 
original box.  VG-ExWO&C   B/CLR

34 - BROWNING .22 PISTOL    
An early circa 1960’s Belgium Browning FN made semi 
auto .22lr target  pistol. 6 3/4” Barrel with target sights, 
marked FN Brownings patent etc.  Alloy frame with most 
black finish. Thinning original blue on barrel and  slide. 
Original black chequered grips. GWO&C  B/CLR

35 - RUGER PISTOL MAGAZINE                   
Blued finish for the MKII .22lr pistol.  ExC

36 - BROWNING MAGAZINE                       
For the early .22lr semi auto pistol, some loss of finish oth-
erwise  GC

37 - H&K MAGAZINE                            
For the 9mm P7 M8 “squeeze cocker” pistol.  ExC

38 - BERETTA MAGAZINE                        
For the 92 semi auto pistol, some slight pitting otherwise   
VGC

39 - TAURUS MAGAZINE                         
Polished nickel finish for the Taurus 92/99 9mm pistol.  ExC

40 - S&W MAGAZINE                            
A 9mm S&W double stack pistol magazine.  GC

41 - MIROKU SHOTGUN                          
A nice quality Japanese Miroku 20 guage under and over 
shotgun. 28” Barrel  with interchangable chokes. Grade 1 
engraved action with split ejector and  single trigger. Metal-
work retains near all original blue. Chequered walnut  stock 
with only a few slight dings.  VGWO&C  ALR

42 - WINCHESTER 101 SHOTGUN                  
A very nice high quality diamond grade Winchester model 
101 XTR “SPORTER”  12g Under and Over shotgun. 28” 
Multi choke barrels with 3” chamber. The  action engraved 
with diamond pattern and marked diamond grade split ejec-
tor  model. Metalwork with near all original blue finish. ExC 
walnut woodwork.  ExWO&C  ALR

43 - WINCHESTER 101 SHOTGUN                  
A model 101 XTR Sporter 12g under and over shotgun. 
30” Barrels with 1/4 and  3/4 chokes. Metalwork has most 
overall slightly thinning blue on the barrels  and foliage en-
graved action. VGC walnut stock with some  slight dings. 
GWO&C  ALR

44 - GUN BOOK - STEEL CANVAS                 
The Art of American Arms By RL Wilson. Hard cover, large 
format, 365 pages  covering Americans finest grade firearms 
and more with particular attention  to engraved firearms. A 
beautiful book profusely photographed. VGC

45 - SWORD BOOK                              
Cut and Thrust Weapons By E Wagnum.Very Large format 
hard cover, 491 pages. An excellent  reference book for the 
sword collector, long out of print. B&W  as well as colour 
illustration plates. Excellent for identification.  EXC 

46 - SWEDISH MAUSER RIFLE                    
A Swedish Military 6.5x55 caliber Mauser bolt action rifle. 
30” Barrel with  original sights. Metalwork has most origi-
nal finish with some scratches on  the barrel. The magazine 
marked Carl Gustaf etc and dated 1911. GC woodwork with 
some dings and scratches. GWO&C  ALR

47 - NAGANT RIFLE                            
A Soviet WWII period M1891/30 Mosin Nagunt bolt action 
rifle. 30” 7x54R Cal  barrel with original sights, the ring 
dated 1938 and ordnance marked.  Metalwork with nearly 
all original finish, very good original woodwork  complete 
with 1950’s era sling plus bayonet.  VGWO&C ALR

48 - SCHMIDT REUBEN SNIPER RIFLE             
A Swiss Military K31 straight pull sniper rifle. 23” 7.5x55 
cal barrel with  original sights and muzzel protector. The 
receiver marked with Swiss cross  and includes a quick 
release scope mount fitted with German Nichel brand  tel-
escopic sight.  Metalwork has near all original blue finish.  
VGC original woodwork complete with original sling.  
VGWO&C  ALR

49 - SCHMIDT RUEBEN SPORTING RIFLE           
A Swiss straight pull hunting rifle. 23” 7.5x55 Cal barrel 
with foresight  but no rear sight. The receiver fitted with 
Japanese 3-9 power telescopic  sight.  Metalwork has nearly 
all original finish. Twin set triggers. Excellent youth length 
wooden stock. ExWO&C  ALR

50 - SCHMIDT RUEBEN CLIPS                    
8 Ammo clips “chargers” for the Swiss 7.5x55 Schmidt 
Rueben Rifle.  Hard to find. VGC

51 - 7.5 SWISS AMMO ETC                      
Assorted ammo for the 7.5x55 Schmidt Rueben. 81 Cases, 
38 soft point, 30 FMJ, 36 tracer plus reloading die set.  GC

52 - COLT AR15 RIFLE     
A very nice quality Colt made AR15 A2 H BAR Sporter 
model Ar 15 .223 cal  semi auto rifle. 21” full heavy barrel 
with flash hider and bayonet lug. The  receiver marked Colt 
etc. Metalwork has all original parkerised finish.  ExC origi-
nal stock, complete with two original 20 round  magazines 
plus a handgaurd scope mount and rings. The Colt made 
AR15   H  Bar’s are the most desirable of these guns and this 
is one of the best we  have seen and is in as new. 
ExWO&C  ELR

53 - AR180 RIFLE            
Armalite model AR180 semi automatic .223 cal rifle. Manu-
factured by  Sterling in the UK for Armalite. 20” Barrel in-
cluding flash hider, fitted  with original adjustable sights and 
20R original magazine (accepts AR15  mags). Metalwork 
has near all original blue finish. ExC  original thumbhole 
wood stock. These are hard to find in untouched original  
condition.  ExWO&C  ELR

54 - AR15 MAGAZINE                           
A scarce 40R steel magazine for the .223 cal AR15 or simi-
lar. Most  original blue finish.  VGC

55 - AR15 MAGAZINE                           
A 30R steel magazine for the .223 cal AR15 or similar, KAY 
Industries  brand, near all original finish. VGC
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56 - TWO AR15 MAGAZINES                      
Two Colt made 20 round magazines for the .223 cal AR15 
rifle, most original  finish.  VGC

57 - M7 BAYONET                              
A US Military M7 bayonet for the M16 rifle. Black park-
erised 6 1/2” blade  and black plastic scales, complete with 
correct M8 A1 sheath.  VGC

58 - GARAND BAYONET                          
A M5 bayonet for the US M1 Garand rifle, complete with 
scabbard.  GC

59 - GALIL BAYONET                           
An Isreali Military KCB-77 M7 bayonet for the Galil rifle. 
6 1/2” Sawn back  parkerised blade with pin prick marks, 
black plastic scales complete with  original sheath with wire 
cutter.  GC

60 - KIMBER PISTOL            
A nice quality American Kimber Classic Custom model 
1911 type semi auto  pistol. 5” .45acp cal match grade bar-
rel. Slide with original Windage  adjustable sights. Target 
trigger and extended beaver tail. Metalwork in  ExC with 
near all original finish. Original rubber grips,  includes spare 
magazine, wrench manual and case.  ExWO&C B/CLR

61 - 1911 RACE GUN                           
A Springfield Armoury model 1911 A1 semi auto .45 ACP 
pistol. 5” Barrel plus  compensator fitted slide with adjust-
able sights. Extended slide release,  safety, beaver tail and 
mag release. Aftermarket trigger fitted, Pachmayr  grips. In-
cludes original box, speed holster, two double mag pouches 
and five  10R magazines with bumper pads.  
VGWO&C  B/CLR

62 - 1911 RACE GUN          
A 38 Super cal Race Gun built on a para ordnance double 
stack frame. 5”  Briley barrel plus 2” compensator. Slide 
without sights fitted.  Blued frame  and slide with most 
original finish. Includes a scope mount with propoint  scope 
(unsure if working). Four magazines, belt and holster. 
GC  B/CLR

63 - BERNADELLI PISTOL    
An Italian Bernadelli model Practical semi auto pistol. 5” 
9x21 Cal barrel  plus original compensator fitted. Rear sight 
has been removed and cocking  handle for scope use fit-
ted, hammer has been shortend slightly. Alloy frame  with 
stainless slide. Includes four magazines, scope mount with 
Propoint  speed holster, belt and mag pouches.  
GWO&C  B/CLR

64 - CZ HOLSTERS                             
Two Magnum leather brand holsters for the CZ 75 pistol. 
One shoulder holster the second a belt holster.  GC

65 - GLOCK SHOULDER HOLSTER                  
A Magnum leather brand shoulder holster and double mag 
pouch for Glock 17 pistol.  Horizontal cross draw type.  
VGC

66 - PMC BULLET BOARD                        
A large bullet board for ammunition company PMC. Wood-
en frame with glass  front.  Approx. 75 bullets, on green 
baize background. 85x60cm, some slight  deteriation of fin-
ish to some bullets, otherwise GC

67 - BARNES BULLET BOARD                     
A wooden bullet board for the US bullet maker Barnes.  Ap-
prox. 100 projectiles  from .22 up to .600 nitro including lots 
of big game bullets. 50cmHx36cmW,  one .17 missing and 
another come loose but present, otherwise VGC

68 - DIXON STAR FLASK                        
A very nice English Dixon powder flask. Copper flask with 
screw off top  marked Dixon and Sons. Both sides of the 
flask are marked Dixon in a pannel  at the top and decorated 
with a star and moon pattern. 19.5cmH, one  minor ding at 
the base otherwise VG-ExC

69 -  HAWKSLEY FLASK
A nice example of a plain standing seem flask by English 
maker Hawksley, which is marked on the top. Copper with 
dark lacquer finish. Only one small ding, 21cm high. Circa 
1840’s. ExC

70 - FRARY  BENHAM FLASK                     
An American Frary, Benham and Company powder flask, 
circa 1850. Copper with  raised images of deer, wolf and 
foliage on the front. The back is plum with  brass colour-
ing marked with makers name on the screw off top. 19cm 
Overall  hight, some slight dings to the back otherwise VGC

71 - QUEEN ANNE PISTOL                       
A very nice quality English percussion conversion flintlock 
pistol, circa  1720. 6” 38 Bore steel turn of cannon style 
barrel with banister turns, twin  private Birmingham proof 
marks underneath. The lock is marked London and  foliage 
engraved on right hand side, the other side engraved with 
makers  initials IP inside foliage design for London maker 
I.Parr 1690-1740. The  walnut butt stock is silver wire en-
graved and features a silver groutesque  mask with lion and 
anchor hallmarks plus silver makers insignian CE. Masked 
pistols are now very scarce. VGWO&C

72 - EASTERN FLINTLOCK PISTOL                
A most likely Middle Eastern flintlock dragoon pistol. 7 
1/2” 10 Bore barrel  with engraving at each end and Eastern 
proof mark. The lock appears to be  made from a rifle. Met-
alwork has pitting on the lock and aged patina  elsewhere. 
Silver butt cap on the butt plate with wire edging as well as  
silver ram rod guides. A decorative piece.  GWO&C

73 - PERCUSSION MUFF PISTOL                  
An English boxlock percussion muff pistol by Cook. 2” .45 
Caliber turn off  barrel with Birmingham proof below the 
chamber. Foliage engraved on both  sides, marked Cook on 
left hand side and Bath on right hand side. The  metalwork 
has dark patina, shows bruising and some pitting. The slab 
grip  with silver escutcheaon and small repairs. 
FWO&C NLR

74 - PERCUSSION FOWLING PIECE                
A converted from F/Lock to percussion S/barrel fowling 
piece. 35 3/4”  Octagonal to round barrel in 12 bore with 
silver foresight and London proof  marks. The steel lock 
plate marked Ketland, the cock with foliage pattern.  The 
metalwork is quite pitted over the barrel and top of the cock. 
Brass  triggerguard, pineapple finial and ram rod guide. The 
wood stock has dings  and a couple of borer holes plus orig-
inal brass butt plate and chequered  wrist. Complete with 
ramrod.  FWO&C NLR

75 - MANNLICHER AMMO                         
Three packets of 6.5x54MS cal ammo for the Mannlicher 
Schoener rifle, one  packet of Dominion brand, 160g, two 
packets of Norma 139g and 156g. 60  Rounds in total. 
GC  ALR

76 - MANNLICHER AMMO AND BRASS               
Two 20R packets of RWS brand 6.5x54MS 159g plus 20 
new unprimed cases. GC   ALR

77 - MANNLICHER AMMO                         
Kynock 10R packets, two 6.5x54MS and one 9.5x57MS. 
GC  ALR

78 - 8X56MS AMMO                             
Two 10R packets of 8x56 Mannlicher Schoener ammo, 
Czech made.  GC  ALR

79 - REMINGTON SPORTING RIFLE                
A US Remington model 700 bolt action sporting rifle. 21” 
.308 Cal blued  barrel and acton retaining all original finish. 
Blind magazine model fitted  with Burris fullfield telescop-
ic sight. ExC chequered walnut  stock.  A great example. 
ExWO&C  ALR
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80 - REMINGTON RIFLE                        
A  Remington model 742 “Woodmaster” semi automatic 
sporting rifle. 22” browning recoiling Barrel in 6mm Rem 
caliber with iron sights, plus a 4 round detachable  box mag-
azine and includes a spare magazine as well. Metalwork has 
most  overall original blue finish with some speckling in 
parts, GC original woodwork with some pealing of the lac-
quer.  GWO&C  ALR

81 - REMINGTON WOODMASTER RIFLE              
Seldom seen and unusual Remington M81 Woodmaster 
semi auto rifle. 23”  .30 Rem cal barrel that recoils in a simi-
lar operation to the Browning auto shotgun. Barrel sleeve 
marked Remington Arms Co etc and fitted with original  
sights, receiver marked “The Woodmaster” model 81 and 
Remington. Metalwork  has been refinished with a slight pin 
prick marking underneath, fixed  magazine, VGC original 
woodwork. Featured in NZ Guns magazine. GWO&C  ALR

82 - GARAND CHARGERS                         
Seven charger clips for the US WWII MI Garand .30-06 
cal rifle.  GC

83 - K98 SLING                               
A brown leather WWII sling for the Nazi German K98 rifle 
marked GXY 1943.  ExC

84 - STEN MAGAZINES                          
Two magazines to fit the British WWII 9mm sten gun. One 
hard to find German made and marked DRP Schmeisser, 
both dark patina.  GC

85 - STEN SLING                              
A Webbing sling for the British Military WWII MK 2 sten 
gun. Marked ROVER 43.  ExC

86 - K98 BAYONET                             
WWII Nazi German bayonet M84/98 3rd model bayonet. 
9 3/4” Blade marked ACS and Nazi mark on spine, plastic 
grips and most overall blue finish and in ExC. Scabbard with 
dings and no finish, complete with  leather frog.  G-ExC

87 - MP44 AMMO                               
60 Rounds in 15 round packets of 7.92 Kurz ammo for the 
WWII Nazi German  MP44 assult rifle.  ExC

88 - NORINCO TYPE 63 RIFLE
A rare Chinese type 63 fully automatic 7.62x39 cal rifle. 19 
1/2” Barrel  with original sights. The bayonet lug has been 
ground but is present. Three  position selector in front of 
the trigger. While these rifles resemble the  SKS they are  
similar in design to the AK47. Metalwork has most overall  
original finish. VGC original brown plastic stock complete  
with original 20 round magazine. This type were used in 
limited numbers in the  Vietnam war.  VG-ExWO&C  CLR

89 - L1A1 RIFLE                              
A British/NZ Military L1A1 “SLR” semi auto .308 cal rifle. 
24” Barrel with  flashhider. Metalwork has original thinning 
finish and marked AD62. Original  woodwork with some 
dings and has 20 round magazine. GWO&C  ELR

90 - TYPE 63 MAGAZINES                       
Two 20 round original plastic magazines for the Chicom 
type 63 rifle.  ExC

91 - L1A1 WOODWORK                           
A wooden butt stock complete with butt cap and sling swiv-
el plus a wooden  forend with round ventilation holes, both 
are in new unissued condition. ExC

92 - L1A1 SLING ETC...                       
A sling oiler and cleaning kit for the L1A1 “SLR” rifle in 
original stores  plastic packaging unused.  ExC

93 - COLT BIPOD                              
A Colt marked bipod for the M16 rifle, most overall original 
finish. As used  in Vietnam war.  GC
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94 - ARTILLERY LUGER PISTOL 
An Imperial German WWI Artillery Luger Pistol. 7” 9mm 
Cal barrel with  correct artillery model adjustable rear sight. 
Chamber dated 1917 and toggle  marked DWM. Metalwork 
retains near all original blue finish plus some straw  colours 
still present. ExC original wooden grips.   All  external num-
bers are matching except stock and magazine which is cor-
rect WWI  type. Complete with correct shoulder stock and 
holster with cleaning rod and  stripping tool. Missing leather 
straps otherwise VGWO&C   B/CLR

95 - LUGER ARTILLERY PISTOL         
A WWI German Artillery model Luger Pistol. 7” Barrel 
with correct artillery  sights.  Toggle marked DWM and 
chamber dated 1917.   Metalwork has most overall  original 
blue finish, thinning on the sideplate and leading edges. Exc 
original  wooden grips.  All external numbers are matching 
except the magazine, which is  the correct type.  VGWO&C  
B/CLR

96 - “BLACK WIDOW” LUGER GRIPS               
A set of black plastic grips for the WWII P08 luger pistol.  
VGC

97 - LUGER GRIPS                             
A set of wooden chequered grips for the luger P08 pistol, 
serial number on  the inside. Some wear but in good condi-
tion plus a set of plastic grips for  the “Black Widow” WWII 
P08 pistol broken on the right hand side bottom and  missing 
this piece.  F-GC

98 - LUGER PARTS                             
Two recoil springs and spring guides, safety bar, trigger, 
grip screws and a  magazine release catch for the luger P08 
pistol.  GC

99 - MAUSER MANUALS                          
Three reprinted from original manuals for the following 
pitols. Mauser  Broomhandle 1930, Mauser Schnellfluer and 
the HSC pistols all in German. GC

100 - ENGRAVED 1911 PISTOL         
A custom engraved 1911 A1 .45acp pistol. The pistol is 
profusely engraved  all over including the magazine base 
with high quality scroll foliage  design. Both sides of the 
slide have the rampant Colt insignia inlaid in  silver. Mother 
of pearl grips with a relief engraved Texas long horn steer  
head on one side and plain on the other. Contained in its 
mahogany case with  display rounds and keys. 
ExWO&C  B/CLR

101 - CASED BROWNING PISTOL  
A very rare antique, nice quality factory engraved presenta-
tion model 1900 semi automatic  pistol. Circa 1905. 4” .32 
cal barrel. The metalwork has factory  nickel  plating and 
engraved profusely with foliage designs all over. Left hand 
side  marked FN etc. and Brownings patent. Some slight 
deteriation to finish  around the edge of the mother of pearl 
grips. Contained in its original FN  marked leather bound 
box with green velvet lining, complete with original  nickel 
plated magazine and cleaning rod. These very collectable 
pistols are  seldom offered for sale.  VGWO&C  B/CLR

102 - THOMPSON CENTER PLAQUE                  
A blue perspex plaque/paperweight for firearms company 
Thompson center arms.  Features 19 bullets set in an oc-
tagonal shape with company logo and pistol.  20cmH, circa 
1992.  ExC

103 - FIOCHI SALESMAN SAMPLE BOX              
A leatherette box containing twelve assorted Fiochi sample 
inert 12g shotgun  ammo, 5 cardboard and 7 plastic shells.  
ExC

104 - TAIPAN BULLET BOARD                     
Approx. 83 assorted projectiles on wooden framed board 
with company  logo. 58cmWx22cmH, slight damage to the 
paper behind two bullets otherwise  VGC
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105 - D&J BULLET BOARD                        
Entitled “D&J High Performance match grade bullets MFG 
of the 1993 US  Nations and World shoot Championship 
Bullets”. 22 Pistol projectiles on blue  background with 
wooden frame. 45cmWx29cmH. Two have come off but are 
present  otherwise VGC

106 - .320 AMMO                               
A box of Kynock .320 cal revolver ammo to suit English 
tranter revolver or  similar. Yellow and red packet, ideal to 
fit in early English cased revolvers.   VGC ALR

107 - 308 COLLECTORS AMMO                     
A packet of Winchester 200g silver tip. Red and yellow 
packet circa 1970’s.  Plus a yellow packet of Western Super 
x silver tip, 150g circa 1960’s both  full.  VGC  ALR

108 - WWII 303 AMMO                           
A packet of Winchester made .303 dated 1942. In origi-
nal cardboard box  containing 48 rounds, packet has been 
opened otherwise VGC   ALR

109 - MONKEY TAIL RIFLE                       
A rare British Military Westley Richards capping breech 
loading (monkey  tail) .450 cal percussion rifle. 35” Barrel 
with correct rifle sights and  marked Whitworth Patent (for 
rifling). The breech tail marked Westley  Richards Patent 
and has issue number underneath and opposite the nipple.  
Lock plate marked Westley Richards and Co. 1861.  Metal-
work has most overall  original blue on the barrel and thin-
ning on the action. ExC  original woodwork with chequered 
wrist and forend, has hinged butt plate with  cleaning kit. 
Seldom offered for sale.  ExWO&C

110 - SNIDER RIFLE                            
A British Military Volunteer 3 brand .577 cal snider rifle. 
36” Barrel with  correct sights and retaining near all origi-
nal blue finish. Lock marked VR  under crown L.A Co. 
1863. Breech marked BSA and Sniders Patent. ExC origi-
nal woodwork with clear London Armoury, stock cortouche 
also  dated 1863. This particular Snider has been presented 
as a prize and is  engraved on the butt plate: Presented By 
Mrs De Windt to the 16th Wilts Rifle  Volunteers, 3rd prize. 
A top example with nice providence. ExWO&C  ALR

111 - MARTINI HENRY RIFLE                     
A British Military Martini action single shot rifle. 32 1/2” 
577/450 Cal  barrel with correct sights. Refinished metal-
work has most overall finish,  marked Enfield 1873. Origi-
nal woodwork, has been shortend otherwise GWO&C ALR

112 - SWEDISH MODEL 1889 RIFLE                
A Swedish rolling block 8x58R cal Military rifle. 33” round 
barrel with  Military sights and bayonet lug and is ordnance 
marked. Metalwork has most  original blue on the barrel and 
slight case colours on the metal receiver.  VGC woodwork 
with brass disc. Missing cleaning rod.  VGWO&C   ALR

113 - REMINGTON ROLLING BLOCK CARBINE         
24” 50-70 Cal barrel with carbine sights. Cal and Swedish 
ordnance  marked. The tang marked Remingtion etc. Barrel 
with most overall blue. The  receiver with grey metal flask. 
VG original woodwork, no  cleaning rod VGWO&C  ALR

114 - FRENCH BAYONET                          
A model 1874 Gras bayonet. 25.3” Overall length with a 
20 1/2” spear shaped  blade. The heavy spine with French 
inscription dated 1876. Cross guard with  hooked quillion  
& Military marks. Brass hilt and wooden grips, complete  
with blued steel scabbard.  VG-ExC

115 - AUSTRIAN BAYONET                        
A modified M1867 Werndl bayonet, shortened to conform 
to the length of the  M1873. 18 1/2” Sabre blade, wooden 
scales with traces of chequering  with steel scabbard.  GC

116 - SWEDISH BAYONET                         
A model 1896 bayonet for the 6.5 M96 bolt action rifle. 8 
1/2” blade.  Knurled steel grip, grey patina, complete with 
scabbard.  GC

117 - TURKISH BAYONET                         
A M1946 bayonet to fit the Turkish mauser. 9 3/4” Blade 
with speckled  patina, complete with metal scabbard.  GC

118 - STEYR SPORTING RIFLE                    
A good quality 1950’s era Steyr Shanauer sporting rifle. 
23” .270 Cal barrel  with open sights. The receiver marked 
Steyr Daimler etc and dated 59. Model  has twin set triggers, 
butter knife bolt handle and is fitted with a period  Lyman 
scope. Metalwork has most overall original blue thinning 
around the  magazine base and trigger guard. This model is 
designated MC for the the  Monte Carlo stock which is in 
GC with some minor dings and  scratches. Includes original 
manual.  G-VGWO&C  ALR

119 - CZ .17 RIFLE                            
A Czech .17hmr cal bolt action rifle. 21” Threaded heavy 
blued  barrel without sights. The receiver marked CZ452 
American etc. Metalwork has  near all original blue. Excel-
lent original walnut American cut stock with  swivel studs. 
Includes 5 shot detachable magazine plus a spare magazine,  
rings, bipod and supressor. ExWO&C  ALR

120 - .17 AMMO                                
Approx. 700 rounds of ammunition for the .17 HMR rifle. 
Remington & Hornady brands in original boxes. ExC ALR

121 - LEUPOLD SCOPE                           
A high grade US made Leupold VX III telescopic sight. 
4.5-14x40mm Size with  matte black finish and varmint 
graduated reticle. Side focus parallax  adjustment, model 
number 55275, includes original box. ExC

122 - NIKKO DIAMOND SCOPE                     
A Nikko Stirling Diamond Grade 4.5-14x50mm telescopic 
sight. Mil dot reticle  and paralax adjustment. Missing cov-
ers for target turnets. Includes box. VGC

123 - NIKKO SCOPE                             
A Nikko stirling gold crown tactical model telescopic sight. 
3-9x42 With illuminated reticle & parallax adjustment. ExC

124 - GERMAN SNIPER SCOPE                     
Scarce WWI period sniper telescopic sight for M98 rifle. 
Brass construction, black enamel paint thinning in parts. 
Marked DRGM & also ZUM SCHARFSTELLEN.  GC

125 - LYMAN SCOPE                             
An All American 2 1/2 power perma center telescopic sight. 
Circa 1960s Suit  classic sporting rifle. Includes rings. GC

126 - SAM BROWN BELT AND HOLSTER              
For the British/NZ Military WWI Enfield/Webley revolver. 
Belt with brass  fittings and pattern stitching. Holster with 
flap.  VG-ExC

127 - ENFIELD HOLSTER                         
A brown leather flap holster for the British Military WWI 
Enfield/Webley  revolver.  GC

128 - WWI SAW                                 
A British Military WWI period hand chainsaw, contained 
in its leather carry  case with wooden carry handles.  VGC

129 - 1907 BAYONET                            
For the NO3 Lee Enfield, NZ marked, complete with scab-
bard and frog.  VGC

130 - COLT NEW SERVICE REVOLVER      
An early circa 1904 Colt New Service .455 cal target double 
action revolver.  7 1/2” Barrel marked Colt Arms & patent 
dates to 1900 on the top of the  barrel & the side marked 
New Service 455 Eley. Correct target foresight  and adjust-
able rear sight on the flat top frame which is also British 
proved  & marked Colt’s New Service in cirle at rear. Both 
grip straps are  chequered. Metalwork has near all original 
blue with a small area of  deteriation on one of the cham-
bers. ExC original wooden chequered  grips. Only 960 of 
this caliber were made making this a very desirable  model 
of these large frame Colts and in  VG-ExWO&C  BCLR
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131 - COLT MODEL 1892 REVOLVER
A Colt 1892 Army .41 cal double action revolver. 5 1/8” 
Barrel, marked Colt  D A 41  and patent dates ending 95. 
Metalwork has thin original blue with  speckled finish in 
parts without pitting. ExC hard rubber  Army model grips.  
G-VGWO&C  B/CLR

132 - POLICE POSITIVE SPECIAL REVOLVER
A circa 1953 Colt Police positive special model revolver. 4” 
Barrel marked  Colt MFG etc. and Police positive special 38 
Colt NP cartridge on other  side, frame marked with rampant 
horse. The butt with Police or agency  identification mark 
of B.P DU C. Metalwork has near all original blue.  Plastic 
Colt wood chequered logo grips appear to be a later replace-
ment.   VGWO&C  B/CLR

133 - COLT POCKET POSITIVE REVOLVER
A Colt Pocket Positive model 6 shot double action revolver 
manufactured in  1912. 2 1/4” Barrel in .32 Colt cal marked 
Pocket Positive and British  prooved also on the frame and 
cylinder. Colt rampant horse on the frame.  Metalwork has 
most original blue thinning in parts. ExC hard rubber origi-
anl  grips. VGWO&C CLR

134 - COLT KNIVES                             
Two Colt collectors knives put out by Franklin Mint and 
authorised by Colt.  Both folding drop point blades have 
foliage pattern engraving and Colt logo.  One marked 1851 
dragoon the other 1860 Army revolver.The scales of both  
feature an embossed model of each gun. Stainless steel 
blades and hand  painted. ExC 

135 - COLT KNIVES                             
A similar lot to the previous but featuring the single action 
Army  Peacemaker and the single action Bisley revolver. 
ExC

136 - FOUR POCKET KNIVES                      
Each with two blades and imitation ivory scales marked 
Colt, Winchester, S&W  and Remington.  GC

137 - BOOT KNIFE                              
A US Gerber boot knife. 4 3/4” double edged blade, black 
alloy handle and  leather sheath.  VGC

138 - PUSH DAGGER                             
A Japanese make American Cold Steel brand push dagger. 
2 3/4” blade , rubber  handle and leather sheath. These are 
scarce as they are a prohibited import  into NZ.  ExC

139 - RUGER BOOK                              
Ruger and his Guns By R.L Wilson, large font, hard cover, 
333 pages with  lots of colour photos. An excellent book on 
the subject. This book is brand  new and in ExC

140 - SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER BOOK             
Shooting Colt Single Actions by Mike Venturino. 205 Pag-
es, soft cover, black  and white photos, covers all manner of 
S/A guns, reloading and shooting.  ExC 

141 - DAN WESSON REVOLVER SET                 
A nice quality .357 magnum American Dan Wesson model 
715 target revolver with  interchangable barrels. This stain-
less steel revolver comes fitted with an  8” full underlugged 
ribbed barrel. The frame fitted with exotic hardwood  origi-
nal grips. Included in its original hard case is an addition-
al. 2 1/2”,  4” and 6” barrels, as well as a set of original 
Pachmayr rubber and original  walnut grips, two additional 
foresights, barrel change tool, manual belt  buckle and cloth 
patch. The gun and all its additional barrels and  accessories 
are in as new unfired condition. Manufactured circa 1979. 
ExWO&C   B/CLR

142 - DAN WESSON 44 REVOLVER                  
A nice quality US Dan Wesson model 44 target double ac-
tion revolver. 6”  ventilated rib barrel with partial underlug. 
Also included is a full  underlug barrel shroud. Top strap 
fitted with adjustable rear sight.  Metalwork has nearly all 
original bright blue finish. ExC original walnut  grip and 
includes a custom made holster. ExWO&C  B/CLR

143 - HI POWER PISTOL     
A nice early commercial Browning Hi Power Pistol. 4 1/2” 
9mm Cal barrel,  the slide with factory adjustable sights, 
marked Browning Arms Co. on the  other side, made in Bel-
guim FN etc. Metalwork has nearly all original bright  
blue. ExC walnut grips complete with spare magazine. Cir-
ca  1980.  ExWO&C  B/CLR

144 - CZ 85 PISTOL           
A Czech CZ 85 9mm cal semi auto pistol. 4 1/2” Barrel slide 
with fixed  sights and marked CZ85. The frame has ambi 
dextrous slide release and  safety. Metalwork has all original 
matte blue finish. ExC plastic grips and original magazine 
and box. Hard to find a better example  in as new ExWO&C  
B/CLR

145 - CZ 75 MAG ETC                           
A magazine for a CZ 75/85 9mm pistol plus a Hogue wrap 
around rubber grip.  ExC

146 - HI POWER MAGAZINE                       
Magazine for the 9mm Hi Power Browning pistol. Near all 
blue finish. VGC

147 - FN 1900 MAGAZINE                        
7.65 Cal magazine for the browning M1900 pocket pistol. 
VGC

148 - BROWNING 1910 MAGAZINE                  
For the 7.65 cal M1910 pistol. VGC

149 - FOUR GERMAN MANUALS                     
Reprinted in German from originals. MP40, Gewehr 43, 
Browning Hi Power and  Browning model 1900. GC 

150 - TYPE 56S RIFLE          
A Chinese Norinco Semi auto version of the AK47 rifle. 
16” 7.62x39 Cal  barrel with flash hider, bayonet lug and 
original sights. The receiver  marked Norinco etc and fitted 
with Weaver rail scope mount and Armpoint  brand multi 
coloured dot sight. Metalwork has most original blue finish. 
The  forend has been replaced with a synthetic version but 
the original wood one  is also included as is its 30 round 
magazine. VGWO&C

151 - TYPE 84S RIFLE           
A Chinese Norinco .223 cal semi automatic version of the 
AK47 rifle (845).  15 1/2” Barrel threaded for a silencer 
which is also included, bayonet lug  has been removed but 
has original sights. Metalwork retains near all  original blue 
finish, marked Norinco 84S etc. VGC original woodwork 
with  unusual butt stock similar to the Soviet L.M.G. In-
cludes 30 round magazine  plus a scope mount and cut down 
7 round magazine. VGWO&C

152 - AK47 MAGAZINE                           
A 30R magazine for the AK47/56S 7X39 cal rifle.  VGC

153 - .223AK MAGAZINE ADAPTOR                 
An adaptor for the type 84S .223AK, this allows the gun 
to accept AR15  magazines rather than the hard to find 84S 
magazines. Steel construction,  most overall parkerised fin-
ish. GC

154 - AR15 MAGAZINE                           
A 30R .223 magazine for the AR15/M16 rifle. Alloy con-
struction, no  brand. VGC

155 - AR 15 MAGAZINE                          
Similar to the previous lot only Adventure Line USA manu-
facture. VGC

156 - SPEER BULLET BOARD                      
A 13th Edition Bullet board for US Projectile maker SPEER. 
Entitled Salmor  River. Features a Big Horn sheep on top of 
an Idaho mountain range.  Approx. 162 assorted projectiles 
which looks to be the full range  including a section entitled 
Grand Siun. Wooden frame 69cmWx39cmH. Circa  
1970’s.  ExC
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157 - SPEER BULLET BOARD                      
Entitled “The Hells Canyon Ram and the Sternwheeler, Im-
naha”.  Approx. 93 projectiles with image of the ram and 
steamer in background. Wooden  frame 55cmWx30cmH. 
Circa 1977. ExC

158 - HORNADY BULLET BOARD                    
A counter top display bullet board, has US company Hor-
nady, 67 assorted  mainly rifle and some pistol projectiles. 
Wood venear background with red  and white writing. 
46cmWx32cmH. Circa late 1960’s early 70’s. VGC

159 - NAPOLEONIC BROADSWORD                   
A French curassier broadsword pattern 1802-3, 99cm 
straight blade with twin  fullers on each side. French arsenal 
marks are difficult to make out but  at the top of the blade. 
The leather grip is in tact but missing wire. Solid  brass hilt 
and knuckle bow with markings and number. The blade and 
steel  scabbard have pitting marks overall but is a bit worse 
on the scabbard. A  not commonly encountered sword. GC

160 - CIVIL WAR SABRE                         
A US light cavalry sabre. 88.5cm Blade with fullers each 
side marked AMES  MFG Co. Chicopee mass. The other 
side US ADK 1862. Brass knuckle bow with  copper wire 
wrapped leather handle VGC blade with slight tarnishing in  
places, complete with steel scabbard. VGC

161 - PRUSSIAN SWORD                          
A mid 19th century short sword/falchion. Most likley Prus-
sian. 18 1/2” Blade marked with crown over what looks like 
FR. The same  marking is on the back of the handle which 
is solid brass and also marked 12  A.E.1.9. on the guard. No 
scabbard. VGC

162 - AUSTRIAN SABRE                          
An Austrian Uhaln Volunteer regiment sabre, circa 1860. 
35” Blade with 3/4  length fullers on both sides, the top 
marked with a Crown over L 8,  the other side V.W. Three 
banded steel knuckle bow leather over wood grip  without 
wire. Some isolated areas of pitting on the blade otherwise 
VGC

163 - SHELL PATTERN FLASK                     
A nice English Dixon shell pattern powder flask. 20cm 
Overall length. The  top marked improved patent and Dixon 
& Sons, Sheffield. Brush body without  dings, some slight 
tarnishing. Listed in Riling’s book page 291. VG-ExC

164 - DOG & BIRD POWDER FLASK                 
An unusual slim design powder flask. Dog & bird scene in 
panel on the front  and plain brass on the back. Cammar? 
type top. 18cmH, This is a scarce flask  not listed in Riling’s 
book. VGC

165 - FLUTED POWDER FLASK                     
A fluted powder flask with pattern on both sides. Unmarked 
common type top.  Thinning lacquer finish, a similar Hawk-
sley Flask listed in Riling.  VGC

166 - BREECH LOADER BOOK                      
The Breech Loader in the Service 1816-1917. A history 
of US breech loading  firearm by Fuller. Hard cover, 373 
pages, black and white photos. VGC

167 - CIVAL WAR GUN BOOK                      
Civil War Guns by Edwards, hard cover, 440 pages, black 
and white photos  covering firearms of the US Civil War 
period. GC

168 - EBONY TURNSCREW                         
An Ebony handle Turn screwdriver as found in cased Eng-
lish revolvers. Ideal  to complete your pistol set.  VGC

169 - ANTIQUE RELAODING GEAR                  
Includes - shot dipper, decapper, stuck case extractor and 
loading gear for  antique 12g. GC

170 - SPRING CLAMP                            
A nice quality flintlock main spring clamp. As found in top  
quality cased sets. ExC

171 - US BELT BUCKLE                          
An original pattern 1874 brass belt buckle, rectangular 
shape with embossed  US in circle, marked O F on the back 
and 50 on the locking tab.  VG-ExC

172 - MKI BREN GUN                   
A British/NZ Military WWII period MarkI 303 cal Bren 
LMG. 24” Barrel with  correct polished flash hider and 
folding carry handle. The receiver is  marked BREN MKI 
also Enfield with crown and dated 1938, below the breech is  
marked N.Z.A and DP  which is also marked on the barrrel. 
The cocking handle  is the correct early folding type as is 
the adjustable bipod and drum style  rear sight. Metalwork 
has near all its original finish. GC original woodwork  with 
usual dings etc and missing the rear grip and folding part of 
the butt  plate. Also includes the correct carry case. Hard to 
find a better example  of the sought after MKI model with 
NZ history. VGWO&C  CLR

173 - M1 GARAND RIFLE             
A 1943 WWII US Military M1 Garand rifle. 24” .30-06 
Cal barrel with  original sights fitted, British proved and 
has original bayonet lug in tact.  The rear of the receiver 
is marked US Rifle Cal 30 M1 and Winchester. Metalwork 
has dark grey patina with traces of original finish, pin prick  
marks on the gas tube. VGC original walnut stock complete 
with sling swivels  and service cartouche below the rear of 
the receiver on left hand side. Also  includes the original pull 
through and oiler. A good original example of a  gun that is 
increasingly harder to find. VGWO&C ELR

174 - WINCHESTER MODEL 92 CARBINE             
A top example of a Winchster model 92 saddle ring carbine. 
20” .44-40  WCF cal round barrel with original iron sights 
and full length magazine  tube. Barrel marked Manufactured 
by the Winchester Repeation Arms Co. New  Haven Conn. 
USA and 44 WCF in front of the chamber. The receiver fit-
ted with  original saddle ring, the tang marked Model 1892 
Winchester and patent date. Metalwork is very good for its 
age retaining large amounts of  original blue all over, thin-
ning in parts and some scratches. A small amount  of pit-
ting at the top of the original steel butt plate which has grey 
metal  finish, some case colours are still visible on the lever 
and hammer. VGC original woodwork with some minor 
bruising and dings. Early  Winchester 92’s are hard to find 
in this original condition and .44’S are the  most desirable 
with a premium paid for the calibre. 1897 year of manufac-
ture. Extremely rare in this condition. VG-ExWO&C  ALR

175 - ANTIQUE WINCHESTER 94  RIFLE             
An early 1907 year of manufacture Winchester Model 94 
take down lever Action  rifle. 26” Octagonal barrel cham-
bered in 32-40 WCF calibre with original  sights. Marked 
manufactered by Winchester Repeating arms Co. Newhaven 
etc. and patent date of 1894. Caliber also marked at the rear 
of the barel. Full  length magazine with original take down 
lever. Metalwork has most overall  original blue thinning on 
the receiver and lever in parts. Marked Winchester  model 
1894 trademark on the tang. Very good condition original 
straight cut  walnut stock with original sling swivels and 
chequered steel butt plate. The  underneath of the stock 
marked J.C OLDBURY AUCKLAND NZ, who was a 
prominent  Auckland gunsmith and retailer located in Queen 
Street. This providence  makes this gun desirable for both 
the Winchester and NZ collector. It’s hard to  find eary 94’s 
in this condition and the take down models are very sought 
after. ExWO&C ALR

176 - WINCHESTER WINDER MUSKET                
A US Winchester .22LR single shot rifle. 27” Barrel with 
original sights  and marked Winchester etc and patent date 
of 1879. The tang also marked  Winchester and the gun is 
British proved. Metalwork with grey to dark  patina. VGC 
original wooden stock with steel butt plate and original sling  
swivels. Circa 1918-1920’s VGWO&C  ALR
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180 -  GUN DIGEST BOOKS
Three Gun Digest annuals G.C

181 - WINCHESTER POSTERS                      
Ten posters for Winchester ammunition. Circa early 1980’s. 
F-GC

182 - VINTAGE CALENDERS                       
Reprinted calenders of Vintage Peters Cartridge Company 
calenders. Six  calenders from 1921-1931. Issued in the late 
70’s early 80’s when the years  corresponded. GC

183 - VINTAGE CALENDERS                       
A similar lot to previous early 1900’s.

184 - GUN DIGEST BOOKS                        
1974, 75 & 76 editions. GC

185 - SAS BOOKS                               
“The Phantom Major”, the story of David Stirling and the 
SAS regiment. “Dare  to Win”, the story of the NZ SAS plus 
“This the SAS”, a pictorial history.  GC

186 - SURVIVAL BOOKS                          
Both large format paperback, “The SAS Survival Hand-
book” & “The Urban  Survival Handbook”, both by Wise-
man.  GC

187 - 223 & 7X39 AMMO                         
100R of Norinco .223 ammo in original 20R packets. Plus 
two  packets (40R) of Winchester 7.62x39 soft point ammo.  
GC ALR

188 - 8MM AMMO                                
105R of 8mm Mauser Surplus ammo in 15 round packets. 
Yugoslav made. GC  ALR

189 - 7.5 SWISS AMMO                          
40R in 10R packets of 7.5x55 Swiss ammo plus approx. 50 
brass  cases.  GC  ALR

190 - PISTOL PRIMERS                          
1900 Federal small pistol primers in original boxes.  GC  

191 - RIFLE PRIMERS                           
2500 RWS brand large rifle primers in original box. GC

192 - 9MM PROJECTILES                         
Approx. 450 121 grain 9mm Jacketed Hollow point projec-
tiles.  GC

193 - 9MM PROJECTILES                         
Approx. 300 147 grain Jacketed Hollow point projectiles.  
GC

194 - .38 PROJECTILES                         
200 Speer brand 15gr Jacketed soft point, plus approx. 200 
125 grain  J.H.P.  GC

195 - 22 AMMO                                 
Two 500 round bricks of .22lr S&B brand ammo dated 
1959. GC  ALR

196 - WINCHESTER .22 RIFLE                    
A US Winchester Model 74 .22LR semi auto rifle.  22” Bar-
rel with original  sights. The receiver has been tapped for 
a scope base. Metalwork has most  thinning original finish 
all over. VGC original woodwork complete with butt  fed 
magazine tube.  GC  ALR

197 - WINCHESTER M62 RIFLE                    
22” .22LR Barrel with original sights and marked Winches-
ter etc. Pump action  take down model with tube magazine. 
Metalwork has dark grey patina. GC  woodwork. 
GWO&C   ALR

198 - BROWNING .22 RIFLE                      
A Belgium FN Browning .22LR pump action “Trombone” 
rifle. 21” Barrel marked  FN etc, with original sights. The 
tang at the back of the takedown receiver  has parker Hale 
peep sight. Metalwork is in ExC with near all original blue  
with only some slight deterioration on the butt plate. ExC 
original woodwork  without dings or scratches, complete 
with its original cardboard box and  instruction manual 
making it one of the best examples of these we have seen.  
A nice collectors piece. Circa 1960’s.  ExWO&C  ALR

199 - BROWNING .22 AUTO RIFLE                 
A FN Browing S/auto .22LR rifle. 19” Barrel with original 
sights and FN  marked. Metalwork has near all its original 
blue finish with some areas of  pin prick marks on the re-
ceiver. VGC original woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

200 - THOMPSON CONTENDER BARREL               
A 21” heavy “Bullberry” barrel for the Thompson Contend-
er rifle in 7-30  inpvd cal. Fitted with  Weaver K25 telescop-
ic sight. Also  is a set of Redding brand reloading dies.  ExC 

201 - THOMPSON CONTENDER BARREL               
20” .30 Herrett cal standard weight barrel for a Thompson 
Center rifle,  fitted with Weaver scope base and includes a 
set of RC135 reloading dies.  ExC

202 - THOMPSON CENTER BARREL                  
10” .30 Herrett cal Inland Silhoutte barrel for a Thompson 
Center pistol.  Ported muzzle with adjustable sights. ExC

203 - SAKO BARREL                             
A 19 1/2” .308 cal barrel for a Sako rifle. Magna ported at 
the muzzle has  been tapped for sights, thinning overall blue 
finish. Vendor reports that it  has fired approx. 300 rounds.  
GC

204 - REMINGTON SHOTGUN BARREL                
A 2 3/4” chamber 12g barrel for the 870 shotgun. Improved 
modified fixed  choke, near all original blue. ExC

205 - 44 CAL PROJECTILES                      
Approx. 140 Hornady .240g Jacketed flat point and approx. 
fifty 300g Sierra  Jacketed ? point and one hundred 240g 
Sierra  JHC.  GC

177 - MAMELUKE SWORD                          
A most likely British Mameluke hilted sabre. The single 
edged blade 13 30”  from hilt to tip and is without markings 
and is in VGC. Steel cross guard  with bannister turns at the 
tips, floral gilt pins through the ivory grip.  GC steel scab-
bard with what looks like a name inscription inside a square 
at  the top but is to faint to read.  VGC

178 - PATTERN 1786 SWORD                      
A British Infantry officers pattern 1786 sword. 32 1/2” 
Speer point single  edge blade, decorated with stand of flags 
and floiage designs as well as  cypher - HONI SOIT QUI 
MALY PENSE over DIEU ET MON DROIT. Gilt brass  fit-
tings and ivory grip. The blade is in GC with some areas of 
staining. VGC
 
179 - PURDEY FLINTLOCK FOWLING PIECE          
An exquisite double flintlock fowling piece by James Pur-
dey, no. 254. Circa 1820. 32” 14 Bore browned barrels 
marked J Purdey Princess Street Leicster Square London 
and with silver foresight, twin platinum bands and touch 
holes. The case hardened locks are borderline and floral 
engraved. Marked PURDEY as well as PATENT. This re-
fers to the grip safety system patented by Purdey’s associate 
Mathew Wyatt in 1818. The lever just behind the cocks acts 
as a seer like detent when the cock is drawn fully back and 
can only be disengaged when the steel arm underneath the 
stock is squeezed. Blued  steel springs, borderline engraved 
frizzens and waterproof pans. All steel funiture is also foli-
age and borderline engraved extending into pineapple fini-
als. The safety lever marked SAFETY. Gold escucheon plate 
on the tang of  the walnut half stocking with horn buttplate. 
Brass tiped Ebony ram rod.  This gun has been meticulously 
refurbished by David Elinger who worked for Purdey’s and 
his detail work is flawless. A unique opportunity for the ad-
vanced collector to obtain this rare and desirable firearm in 
immaculate condition.  EXWO&C  NLR

        *** 20 MINUTE LUNCH BREAK  NOW ***
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206 - RIFLE PRIMERS                           
2200 Small rifle primers, 900 CCI brand, the remainder 
Winchester, in  original packets. GC 

207 - SUPRESSOR                               
An aluminium .22LR cal silencer supressor. GC

208 - BRNO COMBINATION GUN                    
A Czech BRNO double barrel combination gun. 23” 7x57 
cal rifle barrel over  12g barrel with full choke and 2 3/4” 
chamber. Top barrel with iron sights  and integral scope 
base. The receiver is engraved on both sides with  foliage, 
bird and deer scenes. Metalwork has nearly all original blue  
finish. VGC original wood stock with checkering and sling 
swivels. This gun  is in near new ExWO&C  ALR

209 - KETTNER COMBINATION GUN                 
A well made German Kettner over and under combination 
gun. 25 1/2” 12g barrel with 3/4  choke over 6.5x57R cal 
rifle barrel, ammunition is available for this  calibre through 
CR Pain LTD, the barrel has flip up near sight, swamp  pat-
tern along the rib. Also included is a quick release scope 
mount. The  receiver is finished in the white and engraved 
with foliage and deer scene.  Metalwork has near all original 
finish. VGC checkered walnut stock with  swivels and rub-
ber butt pad.  ExWO&C  ALR

210 - BETTINSOLI SHOTGUN                      
An Italian Bettinsoli over and under 12g shotgun. 27 1/2” 
Barrels with 3/4  and full chokes. Most overall blue on the 
barrels. Engraved action in the  white and slight loss of fin-
ish on the underneath. GC checkered walnut stock  with rub-
ber butt pad and sling swivels. VGWO&C ALR

211 - SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN                       
A Japanese made 12g semi auto for European company Vap-
enringen which is  marked on the receiver which is finished 
in the white. 27” Barrel with 2  3/4” chamber and cylin-
der bore multi choke fitted. Choke system appears to  be 
the same as Japanese Winchester guns. Some loss of finish 
in parts on the  blued barrel, GC checkered walnut stock. 
GWO&C ALR

212 - MINE DETECTOR                           
A British made NZ Military model 4C mine detector, circa 
Vietnam period.  Contained in its original green wooden 
crate. Appears to be complete and  includes handbook, log-
book and equipment schedule. Presumed working. GC

213 - OFFICERS JACKET                         
A WWII pattern NZ Military for East/Tropical pattern of-
ficers jacket. NZ  forces badges and buttons, army captains 
pips, one is a replacement. Made by  Frank Petrie LTD, Wel-
lington. ExC

214 - BATTLE DRESS TOP                        
1953 NZ made and marked on the inside. Heavy wool, in 
small size, as new. ExC

215 - US DAGGER                               
A WWII period private purchase dagger popular with US 
troops as  fighting weapons. 6” dagger shaped blade with 
age tarnishing and unmarked.  Leather and brass stacked 
handle. Alloy hilt and cross guard. Complete with  original 
brown leather sheath.  GWO&C

216 - BRITISH MILITARY POCKET KNIFE           
A WWII British army two bladed pocket knife. Marked Wil-
son 1944 and broad  arrow.   GC

217 - GERMAN DRESS DAGGER                     
A German dress dagger most likely made from a Nahkam-
fessr blade in the  1920’s from surplus great war stock. The 
blade is 6” marked Made in Germany  and on the other side 
stainless. Cast alloy handle with hilt in the shape of  a birds 
claw with globe, complete with brown leather sheath, cross-
guard is  broken on one side otherwise GC

218 - HAND GRENADE                            
A deactivated American “pineapple” hand grenade.  GC

219 - US ENTRENCHING TOOL                     
A late pattern US Military folding entrenching tool. Black 
paint finish and  marked US as well as Ames 85. The green 
rubber sheath dated 74, also includes  green webbing belt.  
ExC

220 - NAGANT SNIPER RIFLE                     
A WWII Soviet Mosin - Nagant Model 1930/91 bolt ac-
tion sniper rifle. 29 1/2”  7x54R cal barrel with original 
open sights. The chamber dated 1943 and  Izhevsk arsenal 
marked. The receiver fitted with correct 4 power Model PT  
telescopic sight which was reportedly made by Carl Zeiss in 
Germany. Marked  at the rear Y.B.N, Soviet emblem, serial 
numbered and dated 1934. The scope  mount is attached to 
the top of the receiver and is serial numbered the same  as 
the gun and bolt. Metalwork has most overall finish. Wood-
work has some  chipping of the varnish but in GC complete 
with leather webbing sling and  cleaning rod. VGWO&C  
ALR

221 - NAGANT CARBINE                          
A post war Polish Nagant M44 carbine. 21” 7x54R cal bar-
rel with original  sights, bayonet fitting in tact but missing 
bayonet, The receiver dated 1952  and Arsenal marked. 
Metalwork with near all original blued finish. ExC  original 
woodwork.  VG-ExWO&C

222 - P14 RANGE RIFLE                         
A British/NZ Military WWI period .303 cal P14 bolt action 
rifle. 27” Barrel  with original foresight and bayonet lug, 
the rear sight has been replaced by an early Parker apper-
ture sight. Metalwork has most thinning original blue  all 
over. Broad arrow marked and W Winchester prefix. VGC 
original NZ marked  woodwork with correct cheek piece, 
complete with sling.  VGWO&C ALR

223 - NAGANT MANUAL                           
A reprinted into English manual for the Nagant rifle. Enti-
tled “The Soviet  MOSIN - NAGANT MANUAL - the of-
ficial Soviet Military handbook for the  M1891/30 rifle and 
the M1938 and 1944 carbines, soft cover, 136 pages in new  
ExC

224 - DPM MAGAZINES                           
Three 47 round pan magazines for the Soviet WWII period, 
DP or DPM 7.62x54R  cal L.M.G. Magazines have near all 
blued original finish and are contained  in Russian marked 
canvas pouch.  ExC

225 - DRAGANOV MAGAZINES                      
Four 10R 7.62x54R cal magazines for the com bloc/Soviet 
Draganov assult  rifle. Contained in original dark green rain-
coat type material carry pouch.  ExC

226 - CHARGER LEE ENFIELD RIFLE               
A scarce British/NZ Military Charger model 303 cal Lee 
Enfield rifle. These  rifles were modified from existing 
stocks of Long Toms with the addition of  a charger to the 
receiver. 30” Barrel with original sights and volley sight  on 
the wrist which is marked Enfiel 1899 LE 1*L on right hand 
side and the  left is marked BSA 1909 CLLE 1* for the 
changer modification. The breech is  also stamped BSA and 
has magazine cut off. Original NZ marked butt stock and  
top wood with later replacement forewood complete with 
lobbing sight. A hard  to find model for the Lee Enfield col-
lector. VGWO&C  ALR

227 - LEE ENFIELD RIFLE                       
A WWI British/NZ Military No III* .303 cal bolt action 
rifle. 25” Barrel  with original sights, NZ and sold out of 
service marks on the breech. The  wrist marked BSA 1917 
SHT LE III*. Metalwork has dark grey to black patina.  GC 
original woodwork.  GWO&C  ALR

228 - PATTERN 53 RIFLE                        
A British Military 2 barrel pattern 53 percussion rifle. 33” 
.577 Cal  barrel, lock marked 1861 Enfield. Metalwork is 
quite pitted in parts but  action is strong. F-GC woodwork 
complete with rod. Ideal parts or project gun.  
P-FC
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229 - PATTERN 53 CARBINE                      
28 1/2” .577 Cal barrel, lock marked Enfield 1870. Metal-
work quite pitted in area. Action works well. Woodwork 
cracked and broken in parts. Includes rod,  good parts or 
project gun.  P-FC 

230 - PATTERN 1856 YATAGHAN BAYONET                    
British Military Enfield 1856 sword bayonet with 23” 
yataghan blade with arsenal markings near the cross guard 
which is early type with leaf  spring secured by rivet, dark 
aged patina overall. GC

231 - SMLE BAYONET                            
A pattern 1903 bayonet. 12” Blade, WD and maker marked. 
Metalwork with grey  patina. GC wooden grips with brass 
rivets. The scabbard is complete but with heavy pitting in 
metal parts. GC 

232 - NO7 BAYONET                             
British Military bayonet for the Sten gun or NO4 rifle. 
Brown resin grips,  complete with metal scabbard and frog.  
ExC

233 - NO9 BAYONET                             
A NO9 MK1 bayonet to fit the Lee Enfield NO4 or Sten 
MK5 SMG, complete with  scabbard. GC

234 - BREN GUN CLEANING KIT                   
A WWII wallet style cleaning and parts kit for the British 
Military Bren  light machine kit. The canvas wallet pouch 
marked in yellow writing “Wallet  spare part BREN .303 
MG MKI”. Kit is complete and includes paper typed list  of 
contents. A hard to find accessory to complete your BREN 
gun. ExC

235 - BREN MAGAZINE                           
2X20R Magazines for the British Military 303 cal Bren 
LMG. GC

236 - BREN MAGAZINES                          
Similar to previous lot. GC

237 - CASE OF BREN MAGAZINES                  
A British Military case containing 12 new in grease maga-
zines for the 303  cal BREN L.M.G. Green metal tin marked 
BREN etc. Case has some rust  tarnishing otherwise GC

238 - RUGER BLACKHAWK REVOLVER   
A nice quality US Ruger single action revolver. 6 1/4” .357 
Cal barrel with  original adjustable sight on the top strap of 
the receiver. Metalwork has  some scratches on the barrel 
otherwise most original blue. VGC original  wooden grips. 
G-VGWO&C B/CLR

239 - REPRO SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER   
An Italian UBerti reproduction Colt single action 6 shot re-
volver. 6” .44  Cal barrel with most original blue thinning 
in parts as well as the cylinder.  Case coloured frame, brass 
trigger guard and back strap. Wooden grips.
GWO&C  B/CLR

240 - RUGER SINGLE SIX REVOLVER    
A US Ruger single action .22LR 6 shot revolver. 6 1/4” Bar-
rel with hooded  front sight & adjustable rear sight. Stainless 
steel metalwork in VGC as  well as original rosewood grips. 
Includes extra .22 magnum cylinder. ExWO&C  B/CLR

241 - SAUER REVOLVER             
A German single action .22LR 6 shot revolver. 5 1/2” Bar-
rel, metalwork  finish has bubbled all over and is in PC, 
wooden grips. FWO&C   B/CLR

242 - WINCHESTER COMMEMORATIVE RIFLE          
A US Repeating Arms Co. Winchester 1866-1966 Centenial 
rifle. Made on the 94  action, 26” octagonal barrel in .30-30 
cal with original sights & marked  Winchester and on the 
other side “A Century of Leadership” 1866-1966. The  brass 
receiver has been polished on the plaque “Centenial Sixty 
Six”  otherwise the gun retains nearly all original finish. 
ExC straight cut  walnut stock with brass butt plate. A nice 
example. VG-ExWO&C ALR

243 - SAVAGE 99 RIFLE                         
A US Savage Arms model 99 lever action rifle. 21 1/2” Bar-
rel in 250-3000 cal  with original foresight but missing the 
rear sight. Metalwork retains most  re blue on the barrel and 
thinning original on the action, fitted with Shirstone brand 
telescopic sight. GC original woodwork with some minor 
dings. F-GWO&C  ALR

244 - .357 AMMO                               
200R’s of .357 magnum ammo in original makers boxes, 2 
packets of PMC, 1 Winchester and 1 HSM brand. GC ALR

245 - 44-40 AMMO                              
Winchester yellow and red packet, circa 1970’s. Contains 
50R of 200G soft  point.  GC ALR

246 - .35 REMINGTON AMMO                      
2 Winchester 20R packets containing 35R in total, 200GR 
silver tip. Some  writing on the yellow packets.  GC  ALR

247 - HATCHERS NOTEBOOK                       
A must have reference book first printed in 47, covering all 
aspects of  firearms and development as well as balistics and 
special attention to  Military rifles. Hard cover, 640 pages. 
No dust jacket.  GC 

248 - PISTOL SMITHING BOOK                    
By Nonte, printed in 1974. An excellent reference for any-
one working on  pistols. Goes into great detail and also has 
exploded views of many popular  guns. Hard cover, 530 
pages. No dust jacket.  GC

249 - SMITH & WESSON PISTOL RIG               
A brown leather pistol rig for the S&W 645 pistol or similar. 
Magnum leather  brand Speed holster plus two double mag 
pouches and Bianchi size 37” belt.   VGC 

250 - SHOULDER HOLSTERS                       
A Bianchi brand to suit long barrel 38/357 revolver and an 
unknown brand to  suit medium frame, 4” or smaller 38 re-
volver. Both brown leather.  GC

251 - CONCEALED HOLSTER ETC.               
A suede inside the pants holster and seperate mag pouch to 
suit Colt 1911  pistol.  ExC

252 - M1 CARBINE                
A US WWII period .30 M1 carbine. 18” Barrel with original 
foresight and  bayonet lug. The rear sight is missing the peep 
appertune otherwise  complete. Chamber marked US car-
bine cal 30 M1, rear marked Rochola.  Metalwork has most 
thinning original finish. VGC original matching numbered  
woodwork. Fitted with 7R magazine. VGWO&C  ELR

253 - M1 CARBINE BAYONET                      
A WWII US Military M4 knife bayonet for the M1 car-
bine. 6 1/2” Blade with  thin original finish. Underside of 
the guard marked with flying bomb and US  M1 and maker 
UTICA. GC leather stacked handle, complete with M8A1 
plastic and  webbing sheath.  GC

254 - M1 CARBINE MAGAZINES ETC.               
Two 15R magazines new in the paper wrappers, contained 
in original WWII  green canvas pouch marked US on the 
front and Appleton Awning Shop 1943 on  the back.  ExC 

255 - M1 CARBINE ACCESSORIES                  
A double webbing 15R mag pouch, US marked, and a sling 
plus a webbing  belt.  VGC

256 - G1 RIFLE                                
A West German Military G1 FN-FAL type semi assault rifle. 
24” Barrel  including flash hider with original sights and 
bayonet lug. The receiver  marked Gew Kal 7.62 FN and FN 
Belgium etc on the other side. Metalwork is in near original  
ExC with a small area of loss of finish behind the  ejection 
port. ExC steel bipod forend, ExC synthetic pistol grip and  
original wooden butt stock. Complete with carry handle and 
20R  magazine. Hard to find a better example in near new 
ExWO&C  ELR
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257 - RUGER MINI 30 RIFLE         
A US Ruger Mini 30 7-62x39 cal semi auto rifle. 16 1/2” 
barrel threaded for  supressor. Stainless steel receiver and 
barrel etc. Metalwork in VGC. Includes 20R magazine. Fit-
ted with pistol grip synthetic and  stainless steel side fouling 
stock, due to the length of the gun with the  stock folded, it is 
on C license, this modified to E if the stock was  pinned. As 
these stocks are now prohibited imports, guns are now hard 
to  find in this configuration. VGWO&C  CLR

258 - NORINCO TYPE 84S RIFLE       
A Chinese Norinco type 84S semi auto .223 cal “AK” type 
assault rifle. 16”  Barrel with original sights and flash hider. 
Receiver with near all original  finish all over. VGC original 
woodwork with some minor dings. Includes  original high 
capacity magazine.  VGWO&C  ELR

259 - MINI 30 MAGAZINE                        
A hard to find 20R magazine for the US 7x39 cal Ruger 
Mini 30 rifle. VGC

260 - MINI 30 MAGAZINE                        
A similar lot to previous.  VGC

261 - 223 AK MAGAZINE                         
A 30R .223 cal magazine for the Chinese type 84s “AK” 
type rifle. GC

262 - 223 AK MAGAZINE                         
A similar lot to previous. GC

263 - G3 MAGAZINE                             
A hard to find steel magazine for the German G3 7.62 cal 
assault rifle. Near  all original finish. VGC

264 - G3 MAGAZINE                             
A similar lot to previous. VGC

265 - FRANCHI .22 RIFLE                       
An rare and unusual Franchi “Para” model .22LR semi auto 
rifle. This takedown .22 has a 19” barrel with threaded muz-
zle breech and original sights. Metalwork has most overall 
original crackle and blue finish. VGC original  woodstock 
missing Franchi logo badge. Complete with tube magazine 
in butt  stock and original to the gun numbered box. Only 
500 of these made VGWO&C   ELR

266 - AR7 RIFLE                               
A Charter Arms AR7 explore .22LR semi auto rifle. 15 1/2” 
Barrel threaded  for supressor. No rear sight on receiver but 
scope mount fitted. Some areas  of the crackle paint finish 
are missing and would suit refinishing. Barrel  and action 
come apart and fit in the synthetic butt stock. Hard to find as  
these are now prohibited imports. F-GWO&C  ALR

267 - MARLIN PAPOOSE RIFLE                    
A US Marlin semi auto .22LR take down rifle. 15” Stain-
less steel barrel and  action with original sights, VGC black 
synthetic butt stock. At the time of  cataloging there was no 
magazine, replacements are commonly available. GWO&C  
ALR

268 - SAXBY PALMER AIR PISTOL                 
An English Saxby Palmer .177 cal air powered 6 shot re-
volver. These were  made in the 1980’s in West Germany 
using a modified revolver frame and  cylinder. Each re-
usable cartridge is manually pumped up and inserted in 
to  the cylinder. 3” Barrel with original blue finish. VGC 
original wooden  grips. Includes 10 cartriges, pump and 
original cardboard box. Very collectable and seldom seen.  
ExWO&C NLR

269 - SAXBY PALMER AIR PISTOL                 
A similar lot to previous but with 6” target barrel with ad-
justable rear  sight. Metalwork with nearly all original blue 
finish. ExC synthetic wood  grip with right hand palm swell. 
Also includes standard synthetic wood grip,  pump, 10 car-
tridges, polystirene box and speed loader. ExC NLR

270 - WEBLEY STARTING PISTOL                  
A circa 1960 Webley starting pistol in original box complete 
with operating  instructions. Small automatic design with all 
original finish, box and gun  in  ExWO&C

271 - STARTING PISTOL                         
A German EM-GE model 320 starting pistol. Flip up bar-
rel design with two  barrels, 7mm blank cal. Complete with 
original box and instructions. In near  new ExC  NLR

272 - WEBLEY GRIPS                            
A set of grips for a MK5 and a MK6 Webley revolver plus a 
pair for a Webley  air pistol and two odd grips.  GC

273 - ASSORTED GRIPS                          
Seven sets of automatic pistol grips including a set for a 
Walther PPK.   F-GC

274 - 1911 GRIPS                              
A set of original wooden grips for the US Military Colt 
1911/A1 or similar.  Diamond pattern around grip screws. 
Some rounding of the chequering  otherwise. VGC 

275 - 1911 AMMO                               
Two packets of WWII period ammo for the 1911 .45 ACP 
cal pistol, both containing 20R and marked for M1911. 
Western cartridge manufacture, in  unopened ExC  ALR

276 - BERTHIER CARBINE                        
A French Military 7.15 cal Berthier carbine. 22 1/2” Bar-
rel receiver marked  Mod 1907-15. Chamber marked T.C 
ORMAN 1943. Metalwork has dark aged patina.  GC full 
length wood work. These saw service in WWI and limited 
service in  WWII.   GWO&C  ALR

277 - SCHMIDT REUBEN RIFLE                    
A Swiss Military Model 1911 straight pull bolt action Mili-
tary rifle in  7.5x55 cal. Metalwork has dark patina with 
traces of blue, marked with  release date of 1937. VGC 
original woodwork complete with leather sling.  
VGWO&C  ALR

278 - NAMBU PISTOL           
A WWII Imperial Japanese Nambu type 14 semi auto 8mm 
cal pistol. 4 1/2” Barrel  with correct fixed sights. Nagoya 
arsenal marked and Japanese date marked  for 1938. Met-
alwork has pin prick pitting marks all over with dark aged  
patina. VGC original grips, complete with correct but differ-
ent numbered  magazine.  GWO&C  B/CLR

279 - HI STANDARD PISTOL           
A US circa 1940-42 Hi Standard .22LR semi auto pistol.  4 
1/2” Barrel with  original foresight. The area in front of the 
barrel has been cut away and  retained (perhaps planned to 
thread for silencer). The slide marked Hi  Standard Model 
“B”, .22 on other side and British proved. Thinning original 
finish on the edges  and totally gone on the front and rear of 
the grip. The closing of the  action after firing is at fault. GC 
original grips. An ideal project to  silence as these were used 
both by the British commando’s and OSS.   GC  B/CLR

280 - BALLISTA MOLINA PISTOL     
An Argentininan Military Ballista Molina .45acp cal semi 
auto pistol. 5”   barrel, slide fitted with fixed sights and 
marked Ejercito Argentino on one  side and patent info on 
the other. Metalwork has thinning blue finish all  over. GC 
wooden grips.  GWO&C  B/CLR

281 - JAPANESE CERAMIC GRENADE                
A very rare and unusual WWII Imerial Japanese Type 4 ce-
ramic grenade. These  appeared in late 1944 due to lack of 
raw materials and the need for an easy  to make “last ditch” 
hand grenade. 90mm High round shape with bottle neck.  
Natural to pink ceramic without glaze, marked 4 on the 
base, missing rubber  cup. These were supplied to combat 
troops in large quantities including Iwo  Jima and Okinawa. 
ExC
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282 - JAPANESE NAVAL SWORD                    
A WWII Japanese Naval sword. 26” Blade with twin fullers. 
Single gold gilded  brass knuckle bow, wire wrapped Ray-
skin handle. WWII pattern 83. Leather  sheath with gilded 
brass fittings. As with the previous lot it was brought  back 
after the occupation of Japan. ExC

283 - JAPANESE ARMY SABER                     
A most likley WWII period Imperial Japanese pattern 1883 
saber. 30 1/2”  Tanto tip blade with nearly all plated finish 
and in ExC. Hilt with Army  Mon. Steel scabbard with a few 
dings otherwise ExC

284 - JAPANESE ARMY SABRE                     
An Imperial Japanese Army pattern 1883 Sabre. Most likely 
WWII period with  28 1/2” plated blade with tanto tip. Blade 
has 80% of its plating. Hilt with  army moon. There is a dent 
in the bottom of the steel scabbard preventing  full fitting, 
also some speckling on the plating otherwise VGC

285 - JAPANESE CAVALRY SWORD                  
A WWII Imperial Japanese Cavalry sword. 31” Plated tanto 
point blade Green  steel grip with one piece guard. Com-
plete with green lacquer painted  scabbard with leather grip, 
a small area of chipping on the scabbard.   VGWO&C

286 - H&K .630 RIFLE                          
A high quality German Heckler & Koch model .630 semi 
auto sporting rifle.  18” .223 Cal barrel plus 2 1/2” muzzle 
break with integral foresight plus  original rear sight above 
the chamber. Receiver marked Heckler & Koch GMBH  
Oberndorf W. Germany HK 630. Fitted with factory quick 
release scope mount  plus leupold 4-12 VARI XII telescope 
sight. Metalwork is in near ExC with  only a couple of mi-
nor scratches. ExC original wooden stock with a few minor  
scratches. Includes 4R magazine. These guns are sought af-
ter and hard to  find particularly in this condition. 
ExWO&C  ALR

287 - H&K 630 MAGAZINE                        
A 10 shot magazine for the H&K model 630 .223 cal semi 
auto rifle. VGC

288 - BSA HUNTING RIFLE                      
A British BSA Royal model bolt action hunting rifle. 24” 
7x57 Cal barrel  with original front sight. The barrel marked 
BSA etc. Metalwork has most  original blue finish. Fitted 
with Redfield 3-9 telescopic sight. VGC  checkered walnut 
Monte Carlo stock.  VGWO&C ALR

289 - EARLY MAUSER SPORTING RIFLE             
22” 7X57 Cal stepped blued barrel with foresight. The 
receiver fitted with  parker hale appertune sight. Marked 
DWM on the chamber and MOD. Mauser 1897  DWM 
Berlin on the side. Metalwork has most overall blue, GC 
wooden stock.  GWO&C  ALR

290 - COLT 1855 ROOTS REVOLVER                
A seldom seen Colt model 1855 sidehammer pocket percus-
sion revolver. 3 1/2”  .31 Cal round barrel marked Address 
Col Colt New York USA on top. 5 Shot  flutted cylinder 
marked with patent date of 1850. Also marked 31 cal behind  
the recoil shield. Metalwork has dark aged original patina 
without any major  bruising and has traces of blue and case 
colours in parts. VGC original one  piece varnished walnut 
grip. This is the model 5 of this series of gun and  was mau-
factured in 1863. NLR

291 - COLT NEW LINE REVOLVER    
A circa 1878 second model Colt New line single action 
pocket revolver. 2  1/4” .38 Center fire cal barrel and with 
Hartford address on top, patent and  serial number un-
derneath. The frame marked 38 cal C to designate center 
fire  from the rimfire model. London proof marks on the 
cylinder. Metalwork has  traces of blue in untouched areas 
and slight case colours on frame, the rest with dark to grey 
patina. VGC rosewood grips. Not often offered for sale in  
NZ and this is a nice tidy example.  VGWO&C  CLR

292 - COLT DERRINGER           
A circa 1910 3rd model .41 cal Colt Derringer. 2 1/2” Barrel 
marked Colt in  italic font and has most thin original blue 
with dark patina. The brass  frame retains 80% of its origi-
nal silver plating and marked 41 cal. GC original varnished 
walnut grips.  VGWO&C  CLR

293 - COLT THUNERER REVOLVER    
A model 1877 Colt D/action revolver. 5 3/4”, 41 Caliber 
barrel marked Colt  DA 41 on side and Hartford address 
on the top. Shrouded ejector rod  underneath. Dark grey to 
black aged patina. VGC original worn hard rubber  birds 
head grips with horse logo. Matching number, 1902 year of 
manufacture.  VGWO&C CLR

294 - COLT FIREARMS BOOK                      
Colt Firearms 1836-1960 by Serven. Excellent reference 
work, black and white  photos, large format hard cover, no 
dust jacket. 395 pages. ExC

295 - COLT AUTOMATIC BOOK                     
Colt Automatic Pistols by Bady. A hard to find reference 
book for all Colt  pistols. Medium format, black and white 
photos. Hard cover, now out of  print. VGC

296 - CASED BARNES PERCUSSION REVOLVER        
A very rare English Bentley patent 120 bore (31 cal) 5 shot 
percussion  double/single action revolver. 3 1/2” Barrel. 
The top strap marked F Barnes  and Co. London and is bor-
derline engraved as well as the frame. Marked with  patent 
number. Metalwork retains near all of its original plating 
and bright  original blue on the loading lever. ExC cheq-
uered ebony grips. Complete in  its original blue Baize lined 
Mahogany case with Fredric Barnes and Co.  London trade 
label. Contains pincer mould, Hawksley bag flask, pewter 
oil  bottle, original cleaning rod with screw end and ebony 
tip, ebony nipple key  and wad punch. ExWO&C  NLR

297 - WEBLEY LONG SPUR REVOLVER               
A circa late 1850’s English 3rd model Webley “long spur” 
single action 5  shot 48 bore percussion revolver. 6 3/4” 
Octagonal barrel with original  foresight and side mounted 
rammer and London proved which is also on each of  the 
chambers, the side plate is marked Improved patent revolver 
with  retailers name around the outside - Joseph Braddell 
& Son, Belfast. This gun  has a shorter than usual hammer 
spur, see page 174 of Taylerson’s book for a  very similar 
gun. The blued parts of the gun retain a large amount of 
bright  blue all over. The frame, backstrap and triggerguard 
have dark patina. VGC  original checkered original two 
piece walnut grips. VG-ExWO&C  NLR

298 - DOUBLE FLINTLOCK PISTOL                 
An extremely rare double barrel turn over superimposed 
Flintlock pistol by  DV Mont A Herve circa 1690. This pis-
tol uses the very advanced system for  the period of rotating 
the barrels by squeezing the trigger guard which then  al-
lows the barrels to be turned over to fire the second shot. 10” 
20 Bore  (61cal) octagonal to round barrels are beautifully 
carved and chased with  floral designs, as is the all steel 
furniture cocks and frizzers. The lock  plate is marked DV 
MONT A HERVE and the opposite side is decorated with  
serpent and foliage design. Excellent original wood stock-
ing with lions head  groutesque on the butt. All the steel 
work has been painstakingly carved  requiring a great deal 
more work than the lost wax cast method used for  silver. 
This is a very unique opportunity to purchase what we be-
lieve to be  the only firearm of its kind in New Zealand. 
At over 300 years old this is  a museaum quality piece in 
orginal untouched excellent condition. ExWO&C
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299 - SCOTISH PISTOLS AND DAGGER              
A seldom encountered pair of Scottish percussion pistols 
with daggers and  belts. The all metal belt pistols have 6 
1/2” barrels in approx. 54 bore  with part octagonal at the 
breech and cannon turned muzzle, the barrels are  profuse-
ly engraved with foliage designs and retaining gold wash 
and traces  of original blue. The locks and hammers are in 
the same style. German Silver  stocks with floral engrav-
ing overall and sunbursts underneath. Belt hooks  retain-
ing original blue. One of the ram rod guides is missing and 
one of the hammer spurs has been well repaired and is hard 
to notice otherwise VGWO&C  and contained in what is 
believed to be a period box. The original  dagger with 11 
1/2” polished blade with some tarnishing. Ebony with sil-
ver  studded grip and dark orange moon-stoon pommel, 
complete with matching knife  and fork linked with original 
chain and silver mounted scabbard and marked  DCS & CO. 
silver. Also included is a Skein Dou dagger with 4” polished  
blade, carved wooden grip with moonstone pommel and sil-
ver mounted leather  scabbard. Plus the drinking horn made 
from a polished highland cattle horn  with engraved silver 
mountings and moonstone, as well as silver chain. Also  
included is the original waist and shoulder cross belt with 
ornate relief  carved silver belt buckles. The leather shows 
original age and wear. Carved  silver hand made broach with 
moonstone and marked with makers name. Finally  there is 
an original framed and glazed photo showing the owner in 
full  Scottish dress plus a diary of Newpaper clippings of 
the Kilgour family  after they emigrated to NZ. All circa 
1850-1860 period and a very important  world class set.  
VGWO&C  NLR

300 - FINGHTING KNIFE BOOK                    
Fighting Knives by Stephens. Hard cover small format, 127 
pages, black and  white photos. Excellent reference book for 
the Military knife collector.  VGC

301 - NAZI DAGGER BOOK                        
Edged Weapons of the third Reich by Stephens. Soft cover, 
small format, 128  pages, mostly black and white photos. 
Excellent reference book.  GC  

302 - SWORD BOOK                              
Swords and daggers by Wilkinson. Small format, hard cov-
er, 250 pages, black  and white photos. One of the best iden-
tification and reference books on the  subject. VGC

303 - BOWIE KNIFE BOOKS                       
Classic Bowie Knives by Abels. Soft cover, 96 pages plus 
A Sure Defence -  the Bowie Knife Book by Burton, hard 
cover, 100 pages, black and white  photos. Both excellent 
references on the subject.  GC

304 - LANCHESTER SUB MACHINE GUN
A British Military WWII period Lanchester MK1* 9mm 
S.M.G. 8” Barrel with  original ventilated guard with bayo-
net lug and fore sight. Original 2  position rear sight. The 
magazine well marked LANCHESTER MK1* serial num-
ber  and M/94 as well as broad arrow. Most overall original 
finish. VGC original  woodwork complete with sling swiv-
els and Enfield style brass butt plate.  These SMG’s saw 
service mostly in the Royal & allied Navies. Circa  1942-43. 
Complete with original 50R magazine. VG-ExWO&C  CLR

305 - PORTUGESE SUBMACHINE GUN                
A seldom seen Portugese Military F.B.P M48 9mm caliber 
SMG. 7 1/2” Barrel,  the receiver marked F.B.P.M48 on the 
magazine well. Metalwork has most  overall black paint fin-
ish. Features sliding stock approx. 32R magazine,  original 
sling and GC  original wood grips. G-VGWO&C  CLR

306 - NAZI P38 PISTOL         
A WWII Nazi German P38 9mm cal semi automatic pistol. 
4 3/4” Barrel with  original sight. The slide marked P38 byf 
43 for Mauser made. Nazi marked and  all external serial 
numbers match. Metalwork has most overall original  fin-
ish thinning on the leading edges. ExC brown resin original 
grips.  Includes original brown leather holster with external 
scuffing and missing  one of the loops.
VGWO&C  B/CLR

307 - MK VI WEBLEY REVOLVER     
A WWI British Military Webley MK VI .455cal revolver. 6” 
Barrel with  original sights. Top strap broad arrow marked 
as well as MARK VI. The frame  marked Webley Patent and 
dated 1918. Metalwork has dark overall patina, VGC  origi-
nal hard rubber chequered grips.  G-VGWO&C  B/CLR

308 - P38 BARREL                              
A barrel for a 9mm cal P38 pistol, most overall original fin-
ish, bore looks  in.  VGC

309 - WALTHER MANUALS                         
Three reprinted from original manuals P38 1940 in German. 
PP&PPK 1935 in  German, plus post war P38 in English.  
GC

310 - LUGER GRIPS                             
A set of wooden chequered grips for the German 9mm luger 
pistol.  VGC

311 - .30 LUGER CASES                         
96 New primed cases for the .30 cal luger pistol, Remington 
brand in boxes.  ExC

312 - US WWI HELMET                           
A very rare experimental model 1917 US steel helmet. 
There are 3 holes each  side at the rim plus loop to attach 
chain mail. This was to aid in protection  inside tanks. Near 
all original saw dust and olive drab finish. ExC netting  and 
leather liner with intact fitting label and leather chin strap. 
VG-ExC

313 - ITALIAN HELMET                          
A WWII model 33 Italian steel helmet. Dark olive original 
paint finish. VGC  leather liner and chin strap, size 7. VG-
ExC

314 - COLT NATIONAL MATCH PISTOL    
A circa late 1960’s Colt National match 1911 type pistol. 
5” .38 Special cal  barrel marked MKIII on the breech. The 
slide marked National Match - Colt -  Automatic .38 special 
mid range and features ribbed flat top and correct  Ellia-
son adjustable sight, Skeleton adjustable trigger as well as 
the flat  mainspring housing. Metalwork has most overall 
original blue finish. ExC  chequered Colt logo wood grips 
complete with correctly marked magazine,  these early Colt 
target pistols are now  very hard to find.  VGWO&C  B/CLR

315 - COLT COMBAT COMMANDER PISTOL
A Colt Combat commander pistol in 9mm cal. 4 1/4” Bar-
rel, round  top slide with adjustable sights. Right hand side  
marked Colt’s  Combat Commander logo, horse and calibre. 
This is the all steel version.  Metalwork has near all over 
original blue complete with marked original  magazine and 
rubber pachmayr grips, 1976 manufacture. VG-ExWO&C  
B/CLR

316 - MINI DERRINGER REVOLVER                  
A US North American Arms Co. .22LR 5 shot .22LR der-
ringer. 10cm Overall  length with 1” barrel. Makers name 
and patent on frame. All stainless steel  with some scratch-
ing around the screws and frame. Fitted with folding pistol  
grip plastic holster with pocket clip. Also included is a set of 
origianl  rosewood grips and pouch style holster.  
G-VGWO&C  CLR

317 - MINI DERRINGER REVOLVER       
A North American Arms .22LR 5 shot single action der-
ringer circa 1980’s.  10cm Overall length. 1” Barrel, mak-
ers name and patent on the frame. All  stainless steel with 
some scratching. VGC rosewood grips. Also included is  
leather pouch and blet buckle holster to mount the gun in. 
G-VGWO&C

318 - BUCKMARK PISTOL        
A US made Browning Buckmark .22LR semi auto pistol. 5 
1/2” Slab sided  barrel, target adjustable sights, some slight 
loss of finish on leading  edges. Included box & manual. 
VGWO&C  B/CLR
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319 - G1 RIFLE                
A Belgian made German Military G1 FN FAL type 7.62 
cal assault rifle. 21”  Barrel missing the original flash hider. 
Original sights on top of gas block  and receiver which is 
marked FN on one side the other Gew kal 7.62mm FN, most  
overall black paint type finish. Metal bipod forend and black 
synthetic butt  stock and pistol grip.  VGWO&C  ELR

320 - SAIGA “AK” RIFLE       
A Russian made semi automatic Saiga AK type rifle. 16” 
Barrel without flash  hider or bayonet lug. Original sights, 
metalwork with near all original  finish. Marked Izmash for 
maker & SAIGA on the other side. GC wooden  stock, 30R 
magazine, accepts Chinese magazines. VGWO&C  ELR

321 - CUSTOMISED L1A1 RIFLE  
This L1A1 “SLR” 7.62 cal rifle has been cutomised by Pro 
Shoot NZ with the  following: As new 25” barrel with falsh 
hider, bayonet lug & original  sights. New Bolt, carrier & 
gas block lightend trigger with oversize foot. Fitted with 
standard synthetic forend plus PSG butt stock. VGWO&C  
ELR

322 - DERRINGER BUCKLE HOLSTER                
A belt buckle that the North American Arms mini Derringer 
fits into,  includes replacement grips required to attach the 
gun to the buckle. ExC  

323 - DERRINGER PISTOL GRIP                   
A folding pistol grip holster for the North Anerican Arms 
mini Derringer  revolver. ExC

324 - WWII 9MM AMMO                           
Three 20R packets of British Military 9mm ammo. Marked 
20 cartridges 9m/m  mark IZ & broad arrow 1.5.A.A, in 
green, most likely for the Hi Power  pistol, 1943 dated.  
GC ALR

325 - WWII 9MM AMMO                           
A similar lot to pervious. GC ALR

326 - 455 AMMO                                
A bag of 44R of .455 Eley ammo. FC  ALR

327 - CHARLES OSBORNE SHOTGUN                 
A nice quality English box lock side by side 20 guage shot-
gun by Charles  Osborne. 30” Damascus barrels with 1/2 
and 1/4 choking. Marked with makers  name and London 
address and retains near all brown. The lock with foliage  
engraving and makers name. Large amounts of blue on the 
catch, safety and  trigger guard which are all also engraved. 
VGC walnut stock with ebony butt  plate, the woodwork 
shows war around the chequering. Contained in its green  
baize relined leatherbound case with oil bottle and rod, circa 
early 1900’s.  VGWO&C  ALR

328 - CHARLES LANCASTER SHOTGUN               
An English side by side boxlock 12g shotgun by Charles 
Lancaster. 28”  Damascus barrel with split ejectors. Cylin-
der and improved cylinder chokes.  The barrels have da-
mascus twist and thinning original brown, makers name is  
present but thin as is the number 1 at the breech. The lock 
is marked  Charles Lancaster Colonal quality and has grey 
metal patina and marked 1 on  the lever. VGC walnut stock 
with rubber butt pad fitted. Contained in its  original dou-
ble casing. Correct Stephan Grant trade label with list of  
manufacturers including Charles Lancaster. Also included 
is cleaning rod.  The gun is Nitro proved and manufactured 
in 1898.  GWO&C ALR

329 - WESTLEY RICHARDS SHOTGUN                
An English Westley Richard 12g side by side boxlock shot-
gun. 30” Steel  barrels with most overall blue and swamped 
rib with 1/4 and 1/2 choking.  Marked Westley Richards and 
Co. Birmingham and nitro proved. The lock is  borderline 
engraved and with sunbursts around the pins, grey patina 
with  thinning blue underneath and on the leaver. GC walnut 
stock and forend.  GWO&C ALR

330 - GREENER SHOTGUN                         
An English circa late 1920’s 12g side by side shotgun by 
W.W Greener. 30”  Blued steel barrels with most overall 
finish and 3/4 choking. The swamped  rib marked Greener 
with Pall Mall address. The lock has foliage engraving as  
well as traces of case colours and also marked Greener. The 
wrist of the  walnut stock features a side safety & has been 
raised at the comb.  Replacement butt pad is loose otherwise 
GWO&C  ALR

331 - WOODLEIGH BULLET BOARD                  
“PREMIUM BULLETS FOR BIG GAME” - 44 big game 
projectiles the largest 700  nitro down to 404 Jefferies. 
Wooden frame with pictures of Australian water  buffalo. 
49cmWx41cmH, some slight deterioration to some of the 
paper  otherwise VGC 

332 - SIERRA BULLET BOARD                     
A large format solid wood bullet board for US projectile, 
manufacturer  SIERRA, has 95 assorted rifle and pistol pro-
jectiles 61cmWx46cmH, circa  1980’s. ExC 

333 - SIERRA BULLET BOARD                     
Plastic frame with woodgrain finish. Approx. 73 rifle and 
progectiles for US  bullet Co. SIERRA, circa 1980’s, 35cm-
Wx48cmH.  ExC

334 - NORMA BULLET BOARD                      
A large square plastic framed bullet board for Swedish 
Ammo company Norma.  48 Cased around the outside and 
81 projectile in a coil design inside. GC

335 - COLT 1903 PISTOL             
A US Colt model 1903 Hammerless .32 cal pocket auto-
matic pistol. 3 1/2”  Barrel, correct fixed sights. The slide 
marked with Colts address and patent  info as well as ram-
pant horse, otherside marked Colt Automatic and cal etc.  
Metalwork has most overall original blue thinning slightly 
on the edges.  This gun is 1941 manufacture and Belgium 
foriegn proof marks appear on the  barrel and frame. This 
was part of a Belgian government purchase (ref - ‘Book  of 
Colt firearms’ by Wilson and Sutherland). VGC original 
chequered wood logo  grips.  VGWO&C  CLR

336 - WEBLEY .22 PISTOL                       
A scarce Webley & Scott of model 1911 single shot .22LR 
cal semi automatic  pistol. 4 1/2” Barrel with fixed sights on 
the slide and barrel. Slide  marked Wevley & Scott etc. Met-
alwork retains near all original blue finish  all over. VGC 
original chequered grips. ExWO&C  B/CLR

337 - WEBLEY POLICE PISTOL          
A British model 1906 Police semi auto pistol. 3 1/2” .32 Cal 
barrel with  original sights. Slide marked Webley and Scott 
etc. The blue is bright in  areas and has some speckling. The 
right hand side grip has broken and is  missing a small piece 
at the top. This is common with these and other Webley  au-
tomatics otherwise G-VGWO&C  CLR

338 - WEBLEY POLICE PISTOL      
Model 1906 Police semi auto pistol. 3 1/2” .32 Auto cal 
barrel. Slide marked  Webley etc. Metalwork has dark aged 
patina with some tarnishing and pin  pricking. Both sides of 
the grips are broken and two small pieces missing  otherwise 
GWO&C  CLR

339 - BARTRAM FLASK                           
A English William Bartram and Co. bag shaped pistol flask. 
Marked with makers name  on the screw off top. 19cm High, 
copper lacquer finish with several minor dings. G-VGC

340 - HAWKSLEY FLASK                          
An English Hawksley panel design flask of the standing 
seam type, floral  pattern on both sides, marked Hawksley 
on the top, most lacquer finish.  VGC

341 - RIBBED FLASK                            
A Bartram & Co. ribbed powder flask with dark lacquer 
finish, screw off top  marked Burtram & Co. Some minor 
dents.  GC
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342 - COURT SWORD                             
A Victorian period “members of the royal household” court 
sword. 30” Double  edged blade, 1 5/8” at the shoulder. The 
blade retaining good edge,  unidentified makers mark and 
running wolf inscription. Wooden grip with no  evidence 
of previous wire binding, most likely  leather. Large 3” di-
ameter steel pommel divided into segments with relief leaf 
pattern. A heavy hand  forged (has hammer marks) basket 
hilt.  VGC

343 - HANGER SWORD                            
A most likely Russian Hanger. 23” Curved blade with twin 
fullers at the spine. Soft brass Hilt, leather and brass scab-
bard.  VGC 

344 - PATTERN 1908 SWORD                      
A British Military pattern 1908 Cavalry troopers sword. 35” 
Blade with twin  fullers to within 7 3/4” of the tip, last 6” of 
blade is also double  edged. The spine marked p 08. A cou-
ple of isolated minor areas of pitting on  the blade and steel 
scabbard. VGC hard rubber brown chequered grip. Steel  
bowl guard with rolled edge. VGC

345 - RUSSIAN 1908 SWORD                      
A Russian WWI period pattern 1908-09 dragoon sabre with 
nagant bayonet. 32”  slightly curved blade marked FW.7 and 
then serial number, this is also on the  brass knuckle bow. 
GC wooden grip, wooden lacquer plated scabbard and blued  
bayonet.  GC 

346 - RUSSIAN DRAGOON SABRE                   
A Russsian dragoon Sabre, 31 1/2” slighty curved blade 
with Rusian script  marking at the top and twin fullers to 
within 6 1/2” of the end. Wooden  chequered grip with brass 
single knuckle bow, black painted steel scabbard,  some tar-
nishing of the blade otherwise GC

347 - L1A1 RIFLE              
This Australian Lithgow “SLR” has been fitted with a 16” 
DS ARMS  cryongenically treated barrel with flash hider 
and is in as new ExC. The  receiver has been milspec coated 
and is dated 62.  New gas block and gas  system fitted. Syn-
thetic FN bipod forend without bipod. Custom saw type butt  
stock fitted. Includes 20R magazine.  VG-ExWO&C  ELR

348 - SKK RIFLE               
A Chinese 7x39 cal SKK semi auto rifle. 20” Barrel without 
flash hider.  Receiver marked SKS as this is factory con-
verted to accept AK47 magazines  (SKK). Fitted with 30R 
detachable mag. VGC aftermarket stock, . This could be 
modified to A  catagory if desired. VGWO&C  ELR

349 - 308 AMMO                                
A metal “sardine tin” of 7.62x51 cal ball ammo. Contains 
520R’s. VGC

350 - 7X39 AMMO                               
An unopened crate of Chinese 7x39 cal ammo 1200R, pre-
sumed FMJ. ExC ALR

351 - .45 AMMO                                
An unopened tin of Military 45ACP ammo. We are unsure 
of the make  and quality but  approx. 600R’s.  ALR

352 - TRILUX SIGHT                            
A British/NZ Military Trilux sight and mount for the L1A1 
rifle. Marked  Trilux LZAZ, has most original black paint 
finish. As usual the tritium has  expired otherwise VGC

353 - REPRODUCTION COLT NAVY REVOLVER
An Italian Uberti reproduction of a Colt 1861 percussion 
Navy revolver. 7  1/2” .36 Cal barrel, butt cut for shoulder 
stock. Complete with box in as  new.  ExWO&C  B/CLR

354 - REPRO. REMINGTON ARMY REVOLVER 
An Italian Uberti reproduction of a Remington .44 cal 1858 
army percussion revolver. 8” Octagonal barrel, complete 
with box in as new ExWO&C  B/CLR

355 - REPRODUCTION COLT NAVY       
An Italian made but unbranded repro of a Colt 1851 Navy 
but in .44 cal. 7  1/2” Octagonal barrel, metalwork with 
most blue and case colours, brass  frame, GC wood grips. 
GWO&C  B/CLR

356 - REPRO PERCUSSION REVOLVERA 
US Navy Arms Italian made reproduction Rogers and Spen-
cer 6 shot single  action  percussion revolver. 7 1/2” Octan-
gonal .44 cal barrel. Metalwork has  most overall original 
finish. GC original wood grips. GWO&C  B/CLR

357 - REPRODUCTION ARMY REVOLVER 
A good quality German Weihnauch reproduction of a Colt 
single action army. 4  1/2” 44-40 Cal barrel. Metalwork has 
near all original blue and case  colours, slight speckling on 
the top strap. ExC brass plating and wooden  grips complete 
with box. VG-ExWO&C  CLR

358 - WINCHESTER SHOTGUN                      
Model 1400 semi auto 12g shotgun. Fitted with 2 3/4 cham-
ber 21 1/2” barrel  fitted with interchangable 1/4 choke. Also 
included is a 28” barrel with  improved cylinder choke. Met-
alwork is in near ExC with only a couple of  minor scratches 
and ExC original woodwork. ExWO&C ALR

359 - BERETTA SHOTGUN                         
An Italian Beretta under&over 12g shotgun. 28” Barrels 
with 1/2 and full  chokes, some pitting on the barrels. GC 
original woodwork.  GWO&C  ALR

360 - SIMSON SHOTGUN                          
A German under & over 12g Simson shotgun. 28” Barrels 
with 3/4 and full  chokes and most overall blue, swamped 
rib and scope mount, tang safety.  Woodwork with a couple 
of chips. GWO&C  ALR

361 - MP5 SHELL CATCHER                       
A black plastic US E&L brand spent shell catcher for the 
H&K MP5 SMG. VGC

362 - G3 MAGAZINE                             
A steel 20R magazine for the H&K G3 .308 rifle. VGC

363 - AK47 MAGAZINE                           
A 30R magazine for the 7x39 cal AK or 56S.  GC

364 - BROWNING 1906 MAGAZINE                  
For the .23 cal baby browning or similar pocket pistol. VGC 

365 - FN 1903 MAGAZINE                        
For the 9mm browning long model 1903 pistol. VGC

366 - M17 SPORTER                             
A sporterised US Military M17 .30 .06 cal bolt action rifle. 
26” Barrel with  original foresight. Ordnance marked and 
dated 1918. The receiver also marked  with flying bomb 
and fitted with parker hale. Metalwork has thinning to grey  
original blue. GC sporterised woodwork with leather sling.  
GWO&C ALR

367 - MARLIN .22 RIFLE                        
A US Marlin model 99c .22LR semi auto rifle. 21” Bar-
rel with sights and tube  magazine. Most overall blue. GC 
wooden stock. GWO&C  ALR

368 - WINCHESTER 22 RIFLE                     
Model 62A pump action .22LR. 22” Barrel, refinished met-
alwork. VGC woodwork.  GWO&C  ALR

369 - REMINGTON .22 RIFLE                     
Pump action .22LR 21” barrel with 1/2 tube. Metalwork has 
dark patina, GC  woodwork.  GWO&C

370 - S&W REVOLVER              
A US S&W .357 Cal D/action Model 586 revolver. 8” Bar-
rel fitted with Woods  custom barrel weight/compensator. 
Top strap fitted with pro point scope. The  trigger has been 
replaced with a light weight double action, only model with  
bobbed hammer. Metalwork has most overall original blue 
finish. Hogue rubber  grips fitted. GWO&C  B/CLR
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371 - CUSTOM 1911 RACEGUN         
A custom 1911 .38 Super cal race gun. 5” Barrel fitted with 
compensator,  side with adjustable sights and tasco propoint 
scope fitted. The frame is a  double stack stainless steel Para 
Ordnance brand with grip type and extended  mag as well. 
Extended slide release and safety plus custom trigger.  In-
cludes 4 spare high capacity magazines and spare compen-
sator. GWO&C  B/CLR

372 - GLOCK  G24 PISTOL      
An Austrian Glock Model 24 .40 cal S/auto pistol. 6” Origi-
nal barrel has  been ported. Metalwork has most original fin-
ish. Early style Polymer frame  has grip tape fitted. Includes 
4 high capacity magazines in total. GWO&C  B/CLR

373 - FRENCH REVOLVER               
A 5 shot double action nagant type revolver. 2” 8mm Cal oc-
tagonal barrel,  British proved. Grey to dark patina all over. 
GC original grips. F-GWO&C   CLR

374 - BELGIAN REVOLVER            
A Nagant type double action revolver 4 1/4” 8mm cal, safe-
ty on frame.  Metalwork has dark grey patina. GC wooden 
grips. Action is at fault.  FC  CLR

375 - TWO REVOLVERS           
A Belgium copy of the British Bulldog type and an Ameri-
can forehand arms. No  finish on either, both missing grips. 
Actions at fault.  PC CLR

376 - THOMPSON MAGAZINES                      
US green webbing pouch containing five 20R mags for the 
Thompson SMG.  Marked Seymour and in unissued. ExC

377 - THOMPSON US POLICE DEPT MAG POUCH       
A genuine custom made leather tooled four cell pouch 
containing four, early  Auto Ordnance, 20R magazines for 
the Thompson sub-machine gun. Black leather  with cells 
marked S.A.P.D for San Antonio Police Department of 
Texas. The  San Antonio Police Department purchased three 
Thompsons between 1932 and  1936 from Auto Ordnance 
and these were still in service until 1969. A rare  and inter-
esting piece of American Police Thompson memorabilia in 
good order  and condition.  GWO&C  

378 - GARAND CHARGERS                         
Five charger clips for the US M1 Garand rifle.  GC

379 - WWII CARBINE BAYONET                    
A bayonet for the US WWII M1 carbine. 6 1/2” Speer point 
blade with all over  parkerising. Guard marked US M4 IM-
PERIAL. ExC stacked leather handle, dark  green M8 scab-
bard with same color webbing frog. ExC

380 - VIETNAM CARBINE BAYONET                 
A hard to find Vietnam period M1 carbine bayonet. 6 1/2” 
parkerised blade,  guard marked US M4 imperial. Black 
dimple plastic grips, green M8 sheath  with webbing frog.  
VGC

381 - RUSSIAN HELMET                          
A post war SSH 40 Russian helmet with leather chin strap 
and liner which is  dated 46. Near all olive drab paint finish.  
VG-ExC

382 - BULGARIAN HELMET                        
A late model 36, most olive green paint finish, leather liner 
and chin strap  in VGC and dated 59. ExC

383 - 50 CAL  AMMO                             
A bag containing approx. 13 live rounds and 10 spent cases. 
GC  ALR

384 - 50 CAL  AMMO                             
Ten 50 cal rounds assorted, different tips. GC ALR

385 - ASSORTED .223 AMMO                      
40R of 55g FMJ USA brand. 40R of Military penetrator 
ammo, plus 20R’s of  blank. All Winchester made and in 
original packets.  ExC ALR

386 - SNIDER ROUND                            
One .577 snider round with a wax sealing Kynoch head 
stamp.  GC  ALR

387 - PINFIRE REVOLVER                        
A Belgium Pinfire 11mm revolver. 5 1/2” Octagonal barrel. 
Engraved cylinder  and frame. Metalwork has a couple of 
areas of pin pricking but has been well  refinished. Ornately 
carved hard rubber grips. A nice ornamental wall hanger.   
GWO&C  NLR

388 - JONGMANS RIFLE                          
A NZ made J Jongmans S/shot falling block rifle. 23” 7x64 
cal octagonal with  tapping holes but no sights. Metalwork 
marked with makers name and has most  overall finish, 
some staining and pitting on the lever. GC chequered walnut  
stock. GWO&C  ALR

389 - BRNO SHOTGUN                            
A Czech model ZH101 12g under and over shotgun. 27” 
Barrels with full  chokes. Metalwork with most overall fin-
ish, thinning where carried. GC  woodwork. GWO&C ALR

390 - MARTINI ACTION .22 RIFLE                
A BSA Martini International Mark II target single shot ri-
fle. 28” Heavy  barrel fitted with Parkerhale sights, most 
overall blue. GC woodwork with  some dings and scratches.  
GWO&C  ALR

391 - GARDEN GUN                              
A German Hegni 9mm cal single shot garden gun. 23” Bar-
rel, metalwork has  near all original bright blue. ExC origi-
nal wooden stock.  ExWO&C  ALR

392 - GARDEN GUN                              
A single shot German Geco 9mm cal garden gun. 23” Barrel 
with dark patina.  GC woodwork. GWO&C ALR

393 - PORTABLE PISTOL SAFE                    
Armloc brand pistol travel volt. Made of Kevlar and in-
cludes mounting  brackets.  35x35cm, new in box.  ExC

394 - AR15 MAGAZINES                          
Two 20R Colt brand magazines for the AR15 .223 cal rifle. 
Dark grey finish.  GC

395 - SIDE BY SIDE SHOTGUN                    
A Spanish Sarasqueta 12g shotgun. 28” Barrels with full 
and 1/2 chokes. Twin  triggers, engraved case coloured ac-
tion. Most overall finish, woodwork with  some scratches.  
GWO&C ALR

396 - WEBLEY SHOTGUN                          
A single shot Webley and Scott English made 12g. 32” 
Barrel with 3/4 choke,  most overall blue, slight pitting on 
the receiver which still has case  colours. GC woodwork.  
GWO&C  ALR

397 - .357 AMMO                               
S&W brand, five missing out of box (45 in total). 158g J.S.P  
GC ALR

398 - 8MM AMMO                                
60R of 8x57 Js cal Norma and Winchester brands. Mixed 
headstamps. GC ALR

399 - 308 AMMO                                
Two 10R packets of SAKO 308 light plus a 20R packet of 
NORMA 180 grain round  nose plus 36R of Winchester in 
original packets. (4 missing) cira 1970’s. GC  ALR

400 - 40 S&W AMMO                             
100R of Whinchester FMJ and 100R of Highland J.H.P for 
.40 cal pistol. New  in original boxes. ExC ALR
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      We will provide wrapping for firearms and items
 at the Auction. We recommend you bring lock boxes for 
                          transporting handguns
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Lot 298 - Double Flintlock Superimposed Turnover Pistol circa 1690

BACK COVER : Lot 299 Scottish Pistols & Dirk circa 1850
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1.     Buyers Premium. Buyers  will be charged 10% of the hammer price, G.S.T. will be charged on the buyers premium only.
Vendors will be charged 10% selling commission, plus 1% Insurance & G.S.T. on these charges only.

2.     All lots sold as shown & with all faults, imperfections & errors of description. The Auctioners act as agent: they have full
discretion to refuse any bidding or to withdraw any lot or lots from the sale without in either case giving any reason: neither
they nor the vendor are responsible for errors of description or for genuiness or authenticity of any lot or for any fault or defect
in it, & make no warrant whatever.  Due to the accurate reproduction of some badges & particularly German, we catalogue all
such items as they appear to be, this is in line with major acution houses worldwide, it is up to the bidder to satisfy himself on
any such lots.

3.     The highest bidder to be the purchaser, subject to the Auctioneers having the right to refuse bidding of any person. Should
any dispute arise as to the biddings the lot in dispute to be immediately put up for sale again at the preceeding bidding or the
Auctioneers may declare the purchaser.

4.     No person shall advance less at a bid than the sum to be nominated by the Auctioneer & no bid shall be retracted.

5.     All lots sold subject to the right of the seller or his agent to impose a reserve.

6.     The purchaser to give his name, address, firearms license details & to pay for all lots in full at the conclusion of the sale. In
default of which matters the lot or lots purchased may be immediately resold.

7.     The lots are at the buyer’s risk from the fall of the hammer & are to be taken away at the buyer’s expense, in default of
which the Auctioneers will not hold themselves responsible if the same are lost, stolen damaged or otherwise destroyed, but
they will be left at sole risk of the purchaser. If the lots are not cleared or paid for,  they may be sold immediately without prior
notice being given to the defaulter.

8.     Firearms Licenses and /or appropriate permits must be produced along with receipted invoices prior to delivery of any lot.

9.     Payment: Bank Cheque, Cash, Personal Cheques by arrangement, the Auctioneers reserve the right to request identification
in the case of any purchaser not known to the Auctioneers. Credit Cards i.e. Bank Card/Visa will be accepted, however a 3%
service charge will apply.

10.    The Auctioneers cannot be held responsible for any injury or damage to persons or property thru attempts to fire any
firearms which are sold as collectors items only, this also applies to all ammunition.

11. POSTAL BIDS:    Lots will be bought as favourably as allowed by other such bids, bidding on the floor and any reserve.
All bids must be accompanied by a signed photo copy of your firearms license.  Only successful bidders will be notified. Freight
and Packing charges incurred will be paid by the successful bidder.  we dispatch via Courier, street address or suitable drop
point, PLEASE NO PO BOXES.  We take all care but accept no responsibility.  Each package has $1500 insurance limit, also
applies to items sent by post.

12. POSTAL BIDDERS: PAYMENT MUST BE MADE ON RECEIPT OF INVOICE,  DO NOT WAIT UNTIL YOU GET
YOUR PERMITS, DELAY HOLD UP PAYMENT TO OUR VENDORS.

13. FIRST TIME BIDDERS will need to establish a line of credit by supplying credit card details

14. We accept your bids in good faith however bad debts and change of mind are not accepable. Recovery of debts will be
strongly persued through legal channels

15. If you are bidding on behalf of another person you are responsible for inspecting the item and payment.
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Name:

Address:

Credit Card#                                                                                           Exp      /

Signature   Firearms License#

  Prefered Method of payment - tick box: Visa�  Mastercard�  Cheque�
Bank Cheque�  Telegraphic transfer� * 3% surcharge for credit cards

�

New Postal Bidders: Will need to establish a line of credit by supplying current credit card

details in the space above, you will be given the option to choose your method of payment

We remind you to get your bids in early, if we receive two bids of the same amount the first one

received stands. We endevour to get items for you at the lowest possible price.

Fax bids by 8pm 2 days prior to the auction (649) 537-1629 or post to Carvell’s Auctions -

P0 Box 112313 Penrose 1642. Auckland. New Zealand

Payment to be made within 7 days of receiving your invoice

I agree to the terms and conditions of the auction

Signature:                                                                      Date:

Lot# Description of Lot Maximum Bid NZ$
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